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Forum Held by USA
to View Candidates
for R .I. Convention
by Karen Boucher

A " Meet the Candidates for District 8 Forum" was held in 64 Hall Tuesday night. The conference
lasted over two hours. See story right. (Cowl photo by Brian T. Thornton)

Schools that Permit Underage
Drinking Have Fewer Problems
by Kathy Buscher
According to a study done by the
American Association o f Universi
ty Students, schools that allow
underage drinking have fewer cases
o f vandalism , a ssa u lt, and
disorderly conduct brought before
their campus courts.
The study entitled “ Universities’
Alcohol Policies, Programs, and
Problems” , is based on informa
tion obtained from 32 schools na
tionwide who answered a 13 page
questionnaire sent to 75 colleges.
The Association, formed last
S eptem ber, is com prised o f
members o f student governments
at 63 universities. Mark Koide, one

of the 3 presidents of the group and
a senior at Brown University, calls
it a “ research and informationsharing network." The other two
presidents are John Matzko, also
of Brown, and Greg Paranzino, a
student at the University of
Pennsylvania.
The Association discovered that
schools which allow students to
determine for themselves whether
they want to drink and how much
they want to drink have the highest
success rate in decreasing alcohol
abuse. These colleges, such as Stan
ford and Yale, have developed pro
grams to educate the students and
also to provide alternative social
activities. The study found that
those schools who prohibit

underage drinking also have such
programs, but they are not as
successful.
In 1984, Stanford did not try any
alcohol-related incidents in its
court. However, the University of
Wisconsin, which bans underage
drinking reported that 95 percent
of its vandalism cases involved
alcohol.
At Providence College, where
underage drinking is prohibited,
students are often arrested for
either being at off-campus parties
or for the possession of alcohol.
Neighborhood residents have com
plained about PC students walking
the streets at night and disturbing
the peace. The Rat, which used to
serve alcohol, now has a nonSee DRINKING, page 2

INSIDE
Big East Champs
T he Big E ast C h am p io n sh ip s in C ro ss C o u n try were held last
week in B o sto n . T h e F ria rs finished first. F o r a report see the
C o w l S p o rts section o n p age 20.

Warwick and
Rhode Island Malls
A b o u t 20 m inutes from the P C
cam p u s is a shopping and
eatin g extrav ag anza. W arwick
a n d R hode Island M alls are
reviewed in this w eeks Features
section. See page 15.

The Belle of Amherst
The Belle o f A m h erst is a o ne w om an show a b o u t th e Life and
W orks o f Em ily D ickinson. A p ro d u ctio n starring a 1984
g rad u a te o f A m herst is to u rin g th e c o u n try . F o r th e story see
the A rts an d E n te rta in m e n t section o n page 10.

The United Students. Association held a forum for all o f the can
didates running for the Constitutional Convention for the state of
Rhode Island on Tuesday, Oct. 29, in '64 Hall.
Out of the sixteen candidates running, nine attended the meeting.
They were Mr. Oliver, Mr. Hudson. Mr. Farrell, Mr. Cofone, Mr.
Nocera, M r. Costa. Mr. Salisbury. Mr. Batastini, Mr. Dettore, Mrs.
Davey, and Mr. I.ufkin .
The forum was conducted by DJ Ballard, the new president o f the
USA and was divided into three parts.
The candidates were first given a five minute period to discuss their
viewpoints on the major issues of the Convention and the Conven
tion itself. The second part concentrated on a question and answer
period, and finally the third part gave each candidate the opportuni
ty to make a closing remark.
The m ajor issues o f the Convention centered on the length o f the
governor's term, the decision o f whether or not to put a cap on
legislative pay; the terms initiative and referendum and the institu
tion o f an Equal Rights Amendment.
All o f the candidates who attended the meeting agreed that reform
of the present Constitution is needed, though they differed on the ways
they thought it should be changed.
Many of the candidates expressed their concern for the voters' opi
nions. For instance, as one candidate, Mr. James Salisbury stated,
" It is up to the common citizen to reshape the Constitution."
The candidates placed a very high importance on the effects o f the
Convention as Mr. Edward Oliver another candidate stated. “ The
Convention has the potential to change Rhode Island politics."
When the candidates were asked how the Constitution would change
the nature o f Rhode Island politics, candidate Dcttore said that by
phrasing the Constitution more simply there would be “ better
reference to the Constitution by the common person. ”
Candidate Mary Davey stated, “ By correcting the deficits o f the
present Constitution we will have a stronger government."
All o f the candidates thanked the USA for inviting them to PC and
enjoyed the chance to meet each other all at once for the first time.
William Hudson and Anthony Cofone who are both running for
the delegate position said that the students at Providence College made
a valuable contribution to the community.
The United Sates Association thanked all o f the candidates who
attended for giving their time and showing concern for the voters at
Providence College.
The Association also revoked their former endorsement of any can
didate “ in the interest of all o f the candidates." The USA will be prin
ting up the closing remarks fo the candidates who attended the forum,
and they will distribute them to all o f the registered RI voters at PC.
The elections will take place next Tuesday, November 5, 1985.

PC Prof. Runs For
Delegate Spot to
Revise Constitution
by Rob McGehee

Keg Beer
W ill N ot
Be A llow ed
On C am pus
by Julie Norko
According to the Providence
College Student Handbook,"... the
use of kegs o f beer without prior
premission is prohibited." Due to
the decisions made regarding this
regulation over the past summer,
the use o f keg beer was prohibited
at on-cam pus functions and
facilities including the Rathskellar,
the Colonel’s Corner and the Last
Resort for the 1985-86 academic
year.
This summer, the corporation of
Club 21 decided that the
Rathskellar, which had previously
been the only establishment on
campus that served keg beer, would
See KEGS, page 2

Professor William A. Hudson,
chairman of PC’s political science
department, is presently campaign
ing to be elected delegate for Rhode
Islan d ’s
C o n stitu tio n al
Convention.
The purpose o f the Constitu
tional Convention is to enable
private citizens to revise Rhode
Island's state Constitution through
petition. The proposal is presented
to the Constitutional Convention
where the group of 100 delegates
vote on whether or not to allow it
to become a referendum (a pro
posal for the public to veto on).
Professor Hudson hopes to
become one of those 100 delegates
making up the Convention which
convenes every 10 years. He faces
extreme competition as only one
delegate can be elected from each
district and there are 15 candidates
in district 8.
Professor Hudson’s platform
favors a four year term for the
governor, a cap on legislative pay,
the Equal Rights amendment, and
a reform of judicial selection.

Among the items he opposes in
clude full time legislature, four year
terms for legislatures, and reduc
tion in the size o f the legislature.
Professor Hudson feels that the
Constitution o f Rhode Island is
long overdue for revisions. For
Rhode Island’s Constitution fills
up 68 pages in the RI manual while
the Constitution o f the United
States only takes up 26.
In addition to being chairman of
PC’s politicianscience department,
Hudson has taught here for 11
years and is the founder o f PC’s
public administration program. He
has served on numerous state and
local government committees and
received his PhD in political science
from Brown University in 1976. He
is also a member o f the Elmhurst
Neighborhood Association and a
trumpet player in the American
band.
On Tuesday he presented his
platform. Among the 15 other can
didates, in a forum organized by
the United Students Association in
'64 Hall. The election will take
place on November 5.
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Class Notes

Nostalgic photo of the week.

86
*Class new s/letter out.
*20-a-Week Club under way.
•There will be a “ Pre-Hooters”
A ttitude Adjustment Hour on
Nov. 22 in upper Slavin from 4:30
to 8:30.
*Traditional Christmasfest will be
held on Sat. Dec. 7 at Raymond

Cafe. Semi-formal attire, dinner,
beverage, DJ, dancing.
*Measurements for caps and gowns
will be taken at registration on
Nov. 4-6.
•Senior pictures will be taken Nov.
4-8 and Nov. 12-15.

87
Thanks to all who attended the
two sold-out shows o f Frank San
tos R-rated Hypnotist. Project
chairman John Cervione did a
great job!
Don’t miss the Halloween movie
Halloween on Oct. 31. Movie
showings are at 8:00 and 10:00 in
64 Hall.
-- Keep on the lookout for the
K nights o f C olum bus JRW

Limousine Raffle, and the Class of
' 88’s JRW Flower Sales.
-- JRW BID SALES were extreme
ly successful. Over 500 bids have
been sold! Hat’s off to Julie
Molloy, bid chairman.
-- Don’t forget to purchase your
student coupon booklets in lower
Slavin. The cost is $40.00 per book
about $1.00 per game.

88
We will be sponsoring Steve’s Ice
Cream at the Halloween Mixer on
Nov. 1
JRW Flower Sales in lower

Slavin on Oct. 30-Nov. 1. Come
order your co rsa g e or boutineer
for your formal night.

Club Notes
Big Brothers & Sisters: Friday,
November 1 will be our annual
Halloween Party in the Colonel’s
Corner from 3:30 to 5:30. Our first
fund raiser o f the year is being held
this week, (Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday) a 50-50 Raffle. All sup
port will be appreciated, so take a
chance!
Pastoral Council: The Retreat of
O ct. 18-20 was a huge success.
Now until October 31 - - P umpkin
Sale-- Lower Slavin.
Remembrance cards for deceas
ed that you would like to be
remembered are located in various
areas around Slavin. Please fill out
the cards and deposit them in the
boxes provided. These people will
be remembered in masses on All
Soul’s Day Nov. 2.
F o o d B a sk e ts are being f i l l e d .
They are to benefit St. M ichael's
Rectory and A m os H ouse. Please
bring o ld clothes, m oney, hardware, toilet ar ticles, canned and dry
foods t o the Pastoral Council
office.
The Pre-Law Society is sponsoring
a trip to the LSAC/LSDS Law
School Forum where over 100 law
schools will be represented in
Boston. Tickets will be on sale in
lower Slavin through Thurs. 31 at
6 pm. $3.50 per ticket ($2.50 for
club members). There will be a

★ DRINKING
alcoholic policy, and the atten
dance of students there has greatly
declined.
Other than conducting this
study, Koide said, the association
also sponsors conferences at which

meeting for the Pre-Law Society
Thurs. Oct. 31 at 3:00 pm in room
203. Do drop in!
Debate Team practice will be held
on Thursday, October 31, at 6:30
pm in Slavin 113.
Friars Club: There will be a
meeting o f the Friars Club tonight,
Oct. 30, at 5:30 pm in Slavin 203.
W DOM: T he second general
meeting has been rescheduled for
Nov. 6 at 7 pm in '64 Hall. All
staff, as well as those wanting to
work fo r prom otions, call-in
shows, or hockey games are urged
to attend.
The N ovem ber broadcast
schedule for Friar hockey is as
follows:
Nov.
2, Sat. Lowell
5 Tues. at BC
8 Fri. at Maine
9 Sat. at Maine
12 Tues. at Northeastern
15 Fri. at Colorado
16 Sat. at Colorado
22 Fri. New Hampshire
29 Fri. Michigan Tech
30 Sat. Michigan Tech
A lso, tune in to Cam pus
Spotlight at 5 pm this Thursday.
The topic will be the testing of stu
dent athletes for drug use. You’re
invited to call in.
m em bers o f various stu d ent
governments exchange ideas.
Koide said that so far the
association has not really had any
major effect. However, he believes
that it has “ raised students’ con
sciousness o f alcohol policies and
problems."

Last week several pairs of womens underwear were stolen from the laundry room in the Slavin Center.
These two seniors were seen sneaking across campus. They are currently being investigated.

★ KEGS
fro m page 1
not be permitted to use keg beer.
Beer, when it is allowed at activities
sponsored by specific organizations
on weekends, is to be served in
cans. The amount of beer needed
for each event will be determined
by the management.
The same issue was discussed in
regards to the Colonel’s Corner
and the Last Resort. According to
Father John G. McGreevey O .P.,
Vice President for Student Ser
vices, in the interests o f uniform
school policy. Keg beer was pro
h ibited at these establishments
also. Beer in cans will be served
with the amount ord ered by the
management.
Father John A McMahon, O .P.,
Assistant Vice President for Stu
dent Services, stated "W hen you
have a keg, it must be completely
consumed or drained. Cans, bot
tles, or other containers will keep."

★ FR. BARRY

R esolu tion In trodu ced to Ban
P ro fesso rs F rom R epeating
Their E xam s.
by Jennifer McGee
John Colantoni '85 addressed
Congress concerning the promo
tion o f athletic events at the Oc
tober 28 meeting. He urged all stu
dent organizations to take part, in-

Congress
News
cluding advertising in programs
sold at athletic events. Colantoni
also spoke on this years Christmas
Festival, from which the proceeds
will go to the Providence College
Scholarship Fund and Meeting
Street School. O n-cam pus
organizations can rent space at the
Festival for $40.
Diane Alciati, o f Student Life,

announced a meeting set for next
Monday at 5:00 pm. The lights in
the library are in the process o f be
ing fixed.
John DiCarlo introduced a
resolution that would ban faculty
members from repeating an exam
within a four year period. This ef
fort is aimed to curb campus
cheating.
This Friday, November 1 the
BOP will hold its annual Hallo
ween Mixer. Before the mixer the
Knights o f Columbus will open the
tunnels from 5-9 pm. $1 admission.
The Class o f ' 86 will be holding
a RAT NIGHT on November 8.
They will have another attitude ad
justment on November 22-- PreHooters Concert. Christmasfest is
set for November 7 in Raymond
Cafeteria.

Continued fro m page 3
Father Barry will explain the whole
movement regarding the food and
water issue and where the current
Robert
Brophy
case
in
Massachusetts fits in. He will also
deal wi th the issues o f living wills
and assisted suicides. The lecture is
being sponsored by the Rhode
Island Pro-Life Conference.
Father Barry, currently at the
Dominican House o f Studies in
Washington, DC, has been involv
ed with this issue for several years.
In 1985 he received a fellowship
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities to develop a survey
o f Roman Catholic ethicists on the
ethics o f providing nutrition and
hydration to incompetent nonter
minal patients. He also has written
over 30 articles on this and related
issues, as well as addressing several
m ajor conferences, providing
testimony before 4 state legislatures
and the U.S. Civil Rights Commis
sion, and appearing as a panelist on
various news programs (including
CBS' Face The Nation).

Spend your Junior Year Abroad at
L e ic e s t e r U n i v e r s i t y
ENGLAND
For further in form ation a n d an application form , contact the
D irector o f Study A broad at Providence College; o r write to:
T he Overseas Liaison O ffice, U niversity o f Leicester
Leicester LEI 7R H , England

PC Receives Award for
Outstanding Advisory
Program
Providence College’s advising
program has been selected as one
o f seven nationwide to receive a
1985 Outstanding Institutional Ad
vising Program award. This na
tional awards competition is spon
sored jointly by The American Col
lege Testing Program (ACT) and
the National Academic Advising
Association (NACADA). Pro
vidence College’s program which
won in the private college category,
was nominated for this competition
by Jacqueline Kiernan MacKay,
Director o f Student Development
Center, and Dr. Francis Patrick
M acKay, Vice President for
Academic Administration. The
program was administered by the
MacKays.
The awards program is designed
to honor individuals and institu
tions making significant contribu
tions to the improvement of
academic advising on college cam
puses, and to disseminate informa
tion about these award-winning ac
tivities to other professionals in the
field. The goal o f this effort is to
encourage wider support and
recognition o f the importance of
academic advising by colleges and
universities. A longer-range out
come o f this program will be im
proved advising services for
students.
Awards are being made in two
categories. Outstanding Advisor
★ ROTC Continued fro m page 3
feet were the most serious problems
encountered.
There were 63 MSIII (Junior
Year) cadets who were trained by
15 MSIV (Seniors) and eight

Awards are presented to individual
advisors who demonstrate the
qualities associated with excellent
academic advising. Outstanding In
stitutional Advising Program
Awards recognize institutions
engaged in innovative an d /o r ex
emplary practices that have im
proved their advising services.
The award is being presented to
Providence College during the
NACADA annual conference, Oc
tober 13-16 in Kansas City. A
publication describing award
w inning program s has been
prepared by The American College
Testing Program.
ACT, founded in 1959, is an in
dependent, nonprofit organization
that provides a variety o f educa
tional services to students and their
parents, to high schools and col
leges, and to professional associa
tions and government agencies.
NACADA, founded in 1979,
promotes the quality of academic
advising in institutions o f higher
education. NACADA is dedicated
to the support and professional
growth of academic advisors and
the advising profession. Through
its publications and meetings,
NACADA provides a forum for
discussion, debate, and the ex
change o f ideas regarding the role
o f academic advising in higher
education.
regular Army cadre members.
Cadet Battalion Commander Peter
Palombo, commenting on the day
stated, “ We’ve got off to a bit of
a rough sta rt, but overall
everything ran smoothly and it was
a great success."
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NEWS
by Ken Karcher

ROTC cadets locate points on a military map during last weekend’s Land Navigation Training Day
at Ft. Devens, Mass.
ii nP.C.
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public interest in the freeze issue,
again stressing that if both sides
by Bernard Ashba
cooperate then effective policy can
be achieved.
On Wednesday, October 16th,
The Nuclear Awareness Club is
the newly form ed N uclear
new at PC, and its purpose is to
Awareness Club attended a lecture
help people gain awareness o f an
given by Jan Kalicki on the Nuclear
stressed two points. One, that both
issue that is becoming increasingly
Freeze movement.
the public and the expert sector of
important to people throughout the
race.
Mr. Kalicki is the Executive
the freeze movement have made
world. The Club plans to attend
He gave an example o f one
Director o f the Center for Foreign
mistakes in dealing with the issue.
more of these lectures. They are
freeze initiative that touched upon
Policy Development at Brown
The mistake o f the public sector is
held every Wednesday at Friends
all
aspects
of
the
arms
race
except
University. He also served as Chief
that it doesn’t trust the Russians;
Meeting House on the East Side,
for research. Kalicki said that
Foreign Policy Advisor to Senator
they feel that if there is a freeze, the
and are sponsored by the Women
anything
the
experts
offer
has
to
Edward Kennedy. As Kennedy’s
Russians will break their part of the
for a non-Nuclear Future.
deal
with
all
aspects
o
f
the
nuclear
advisor, Kalicki was deeply involv
bargain. It is this fear that causes
The next lecture will be held on
weapons issue.
ed in Kennedy’s work in support of
the public sector to dismiss the
October 30, and will be about the
His second, and final point, was
a nuclear weapons freeze.
chance o f a freeze.
economics o f the arms race.
that in order fo r there to be any ef
The lecture was held at the
A ccording to Kalicki, the
Anyone interested in finding out
fective arms control policy, there
Friends Meeting House on the East
mistake m ade by the expert sector
more about these lectures, or the
must be unity between both the
Side o f Providence and was spon
is that when trying to pass a
club, can contact either Alan
public and expert sides o f the
sored by Women for a non-Nuclear
Nuclear Freeze Initiative, they deal
Smigielski (865-3884) o r Greg
Nuclear Freeze Movement. He
Future.
Smith (865-3865).
only with one aspect of the arms
finished by calling for a revived
Throughout his speech Kalicki

Nuclear Awareness Club
Attends a Lecture
on Freeze

Two Juniors Receive Scholarships
for Future Teachers
Carolyn McLellan and Kristen
Singiser, both juniors at Pro
vidence College are among 32
students selected from, over 300 ap
plicants to receive a Future Teacher
Scholarship by Metropolitan Life
Foundation.
McLellan, a special education
m ajor
from
W estw ood,
Massachusetts and Singiser, an
ed u catio n /m athematics m ajor
from Wilbraham, Massachusetts,
will receive $2000 per year in their
junior and senior years.
Students from 72 colleges and
universities were eligible to par
ticipate, and recipients were chosen

competitively on the basis o f their
academic records and personal
achievements.
The $ 175,000 Metropolitan Life
F o u n d atio n F u ture T eacher
Scholarship Program is the latest
initiative by the Foundation to help
improve the quality o f public
education. Established in 1976 by
the Metropolitan Li fe Insurance
Company, the Metropolitan Life
Foundation has contributed over
$30 million to date to support a
variety o f activities in the area of
health, education and civic and
cultural affairs throughout the
United States.

CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS
Student Congress-- Thanks, it was
a blast. RH,TA,SL, PH. Thanks,
I'll always remember that trip.
Love your SAT’s-- PK.
Underwriter: Just wanted to wish
you a Happy Halloween! Will write
soon. Agnes.

Mercy Killing to be
Discussed by Fr. Barry
Father Robert L. Barry, O .P.,
PhD, will present a free lecture on
the withholding o f food and water
from incompetent patients and
related issues S atu rd ay , 2
November, beginning at 9:00 am at
the Bishop McVinney Auditorium,
Franklin Street, Providence.
The lecture, entitled “ The Claire

Conroy Case and Beyond” , will ex
plain the ethical and legal issues
surrounding this case (in which he
filed a “ friend o f the court” brief
before the New Jersey Supreme
Court) dealing with whether or not
food and water should be con
tinued for the 84-year old patient.
Continued to page 2

The Providence College ROTC
detachment conducted a Land
Navigation training day at Ft.
Devens, Massachusetts this past
Saturday, 26 October, in prepara
tion for Advanced Camp '86.
Cadets from the host institution,
PC, as well as RIC, SMU, Bryant,
and Salve Regina Colleges took
part in this one-day training
exercise.
Land navigation involves two
very important military skills. One
is the ability to read and use a
military map which is similar to but
different from an ordinary road
map which most people are ac
customed to. The cadet must be
able to locate a point on the map
when given a grid coordinate. A
grid coordinate is nothing more
than a two letter grid square iden
tifier followed by a series of
numbers. Using an eight digit grid
coordinate one can locate a point
on the map (and on the earth) to
within 10 meters.
Map training also includes using
two techniques called intersection
and resection. The first is used to
find an unknown point from your
known location, while the second
is used to find your location if you
are lost by plotting known points
on the map. The cadet must look
for nearby natural terrain features,
such as hills, valleys, rivers, etc., or
man-made features such as water
towers, buildings, roads and so on.
The other aspect o f land naviga
tion is the ability to use a Lensatic
compass and follow on a zimuth or
direction in the field also known as
the woods. One o f the Army’s
main training methods is to give an
explanation and demonstration and
then to give the soldier a practical
application to test his learning. This
training exercise proved to be no
exception.
All the cadets, male and female,
were given practice map reading
problems to work out and in the
afternoon they set out in two per
son teams to try a land navigation
course. No one was lost although
a few teams did finish slightly off
the mark. For most, it was the first
time they had ever done anything
like this. Muddy pants and damp
See ROTC, page 2
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Theodore Kinsella-- What a stud!
Hey, sweetie-- where is your
watch? L.Y., Guess Who
Professional Haircuts for PC
students $5.00. For an appointment
call Andrea at 865-3130. Day or
Night.
FOUND: Small, friendly black
male dog. White triangle on chest
and white tips on paws. If yours,
please call 865-2235.
APARTMENTS

To Allison Blair and Joanne
Carodoropoli: Tell me girls, what
is it like being juniors and still hav
ing to live on campus? Has the
food in Raymond improved? By
the way Allison, did you get a JRW
date, yet? Love and Kisses, Lu-Lu.

Apartment for rent. 2 blocks from
Harkins Hall. $400 per month and
utilities. 3 bedrooms, parking. Call
after 6 p .m. 351-9312.

TW: Yes-- but resourcefulness
doesn’t have to be unethical. I still
love you anyway. DJ

For rent now and in September
beginning at $350. Call Cheryl
351-4547 or 274-0474.
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EDITORIALS
Disorganization in Big
Brothers and Sisters
The Big Brothers and Sisters is one of the many serviceorientated organizations at Providence College. It sponsors a
program which children from the vicinity come to PC to spend
an afternoon with a male or female student. The aim of this
project is to foster a caring, loving relationship between these
children and their Big Brother or Sister.
Imagine telling 10-20 of these children they can no longer
participate in the program due to insufficient funds.
This is what is happening with the Big Brothers and Sisters
Cambodian program at Providence College.
This program was started 2 years ago, due to the growing
Cambodian population in the area. It has been received en
thusiastically by the children and the students participating in
the program.
Katy Lord, President of Big Brothers and Sisters and Terry
Bolt, coordinator o f the Cambodian program were consulted
about this situation.
There are now 64 children in the program, although there
should be 40. There were disparities in which children would
be asked to leave the program.
Miss Lord stated that the Big Brothers and Sisters allocated
budget would cover 40 in the Cambodian program to par
ticipate. She wouldn’t disclose the amount o f allocations. Miss
Bolt was never told her budget.
According to Miss Lord, 20 children would be age 10-13,
who have participated in the past 2 years and whose Big Brother
or Big Sister graduated last year. In this way, any long term
established relationship would not be severed. If a child had
a Big Brother or Big Sister in a few years who was still at PC,
they would not be asked to leave.
Miss Bolt stated that only 10 children would be asked to
leave. These children would be from 10 -13, regardless of
whether an established relationship would be broken up or not.
She said that she had to ask her own little brother of 2 years
to leave.
There is one thing that seems perfectly clear-- that nothing
is perfectly clear. There seems to be a serious break in the lines
of communication o f this program, as well as a lack of
organization.
Due to organizational difficulties children are being denied
the chance for or continuation of a loving relationship, which
PC students are eager to give them.
Participants in the Big Brothers and Sisters are outraged by
the development.
“ It goes against the principles o f the whole organization,”
one said.
What about contacting the National Association o f Big
Brothers and Sisters? How about co-sponsoring a fund raiser
with the Pastoral Council (which Father DaBash agreed to)?
How about approaching the Administration to “ tide the pro
gram over” this year, and then shape up for next year?
Fr. Heath, moderator o f Big Brothers and Sisters state, “ Our
sense of self-giving must be limited to keep PC fiscally sound.”
Not at the expense of these children.
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Letters
Girls Do Play Rugby and Remain
Feminine Throughout the Day
Dear Editor:
All right, it' s time to set some
facts straight about girls who play
rugby. First of all, we are girls. We
play against girls, and we play like
girls.
Would you believe that my big
gest concern at last Saturday’s
game was not that I twisted my
ankle but that I broke a nail.
I think what finally pushed me
to write this letter was when I went
to the infirmary and the doctor
asked me how I injured my hand.
I said, “ In a rugby game.” He
responded, in amazement, “ Girls
play rugby?” He then proceeded to
stare at me in awe and shake his
head for a few seconds.
The next question was even bet
ter. “ Do you girls who play drink
beer too?” Yes doctor we do.
I’m sorry but I’m really tired of
people saying, “ You don’t look the
type.” Or asking, “ Why do you
play rugby," or better yet, “ do you

like it?"
What a stupid question? Why
would I do something I didn’t like.
Please do us a favor and spare
us from answering those questions.
On the drive up to a game I ask
ed some teammates why they play
Because personally I asked myself
this everytime I’m under a pile of
10 girls in a game. Well the bottom
line is that none o f us has a clue.
But think about it for a girl to
play rugby she has to have the guts
to take such a big risk. None of us
has ever played it before or even
seen it played until our first game.
In my opinion girls who play rugby
are imaginative, gutsy, daring, and
fun to be with. (I’m not just say
ing that because I play) We are also
feminine. To be feminine is not just
wearing dresses and makeup and
doing “ girl stuff" like knitting or
baking. To be feminine is to be well
rounded. It’s being able to wear a
dress and pumps in the morning
and in the afternoon throw a pair
of sweats and get dirty and not care

what your hours look like.
You’ll be surprised as to what
kind of girls play rugby. For all you
know you could be sitting next to
one in class.
I don’t think we should have to
be ashamed that we play rugby,
and I hate the fact that most o f us
are.
A lot o f girls told me that they
don’t tell anyone unless they have
to. Especially guys. My mother
even told me not to tell the guys
that I play. But then again she also
begged me not to play, (she also
cried but that’s another story)
Anyway, next time you meet a
rugby player take the time to get to
know her before you jump to any
conclusions. You’ll probably make
one of the best friends you’ll ever
have.
And if you know a girl who plays
rugby go up to her today and give
her a big hug. Because she deserves
it.
Martha Vera

Rhode Island Constitutional Convention,
Candidates and Accomplishments
Dear Editor:
I was happy to see the headline
in last week’s Cowl about Scott
Avedesian, the Providence College
junior who is running for the
Rhode Island Constitutional Con
vention next T uesday. It
demonstrated the interest of the PC
community in Rhode Island. I ex
pected to then read on about all of
the PC students who are can
didates. Unfortunately the article
then went on to describe only
Avedesian’s personal goals and ac
com plishm ents
within
the
Republican Party.

Shawn Donahue o f North Pro
vidence and Matthew Smith Jr. of
Providence are seniors who are also
candidates for delegate to the Con
vention. Their individual ac
complishments within their respec
tive com m unities and the
Democratic Party are equally wor
thy of mention in the Cowl.
Only the slightest effort on the
part of the Cowl could have ac
quired
the
nam es,
ac
complishments, and ideas o f these
other fine candidates. If this paper
wanted to write about the Conven
tion you should have researched it
in a more thorough manner. If
your object was to write about

Avedesian, you should have done
the same for all the candidates.
After all, since they are in three
separate districts it is in the best in
terest o f the College to have them
all running.
Finally, I submit that Avedesian,
if he had wanted to keep the C on
vention non-partisan as he claims,
would have mentioned the names
o f his fellow candidates Donahue
and Smith. By not doing so, he sug
gests that he is less concerned with
the state and the College than the
interests o f his own party.
Joseph A. Fallon
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COMMENTARY
Magazine Subscriptions
At Library Not Inefficient
Dear Editor:
Your editorial in the October 9
issue on our ' inefficient library'
produced mixed reactions among
the library staff. Your complaint
about the lights was fully justified.
Burned-out and flickering lights
have been a chronic problem which
requires a continuing commitment
to regular maintenance.
The criticism o f the magazine
collection was so vague that it is
difficult to pinpoint the problem.
Today no library, not even Harvards’, can hope to be se lfsufficient, to satisfy every need of
every user. The library at Pro
vidence College attempts to meet
most o f the needs o f our students
and faculty, but it is inevitable that
there will be some requests for
hooks or journals that we don’t

have. We attempt to have the most
important journals in each subject
area. They are selected by the facul
ty in each discipline. In addition,
we subscribe to a number of
'general' periodicals, e.g., Time,
Newsweek and The New Yorker.
We currently subscribe to over one
thousand eight hundred fifty
(1,850) periodicals, a very respec
table number for a library and col
lege our size.
Our Reference Department has
a excellent collection o f periodical
indexes and abstracts ranging from
the " R eaders’ Guide to Periodical
Literature” to very specialized publ ic a tio n , e/g.,
“ Sociological
Abstracts." These indexes contain
citations o f tens of thousands of
specialized journals from all over
See LIB R A R Y on page 6

Letters
Cohen Is
Criticized
Dear Editor:
Richard Cohen couldn’t have
been serious in his commentary,
“ Poor Tactics Used to 'Snatch'
Egyptian Airliner by U .S.” (Cowl,
10/23/85). He states, “ I don’t
mean to suggest that the United
States was wrong in forcing the
plane to land in Sicily." He goes
on to say, “ The government has an
obligation, ...bring their killers to
justice.” What Mr. Cohen ob
viously disagrees with is how the
* C OHEN
Continued fro m page 6

Student Congress:

Changes Need to be Made
For Future Improvements
Dear Editor:
What is Student Congress? This
is a question everyone at this school
asks with differing degrees o f in
terest. Well, as a member o f Con
gress, I have questioned the theory
and practice o f this body myself—
and found it lacking in both areas.
Congress itself doesn 't know what
it is.
In theory Student Congress is the
sole representative of the PC stu
dent body to the faculty, ad
ministration and public. All the re
quests, interests and aspirations of
the student body (as a whole)
should come through Student C on
gress. In addition to this respon
sibility Student Congress has duties
such as distributing o f the activity
fee. the approval o f clubs and the
appointment of students to the cer
tain advisory boards and commit
tees of the school. So much for
theory.
In practice Congress only vague
ly represents the ideals set down in
its Constitution. There is no in
dividual who is at fault rather
atrophy and misunderstanding are
to blame for the malaise in Con
gress. A “ barometer” on Congress
effectiveness (o r fo r any
deliberative assem bly’s effec
tiveness) is the quality o f its
legislation-- ie-what it says. In last
year’s session, practically no
legislation was passed. Does this
mean that students d on’t have any
opinions or that they don’t care
about life at their school. I know
this is not the case.
The “ void o f representation”
has been filled by the classes and
other organizations on Student
Congress. There is nothing wrong
with the classes working to improve
their financial standing through
their own initiative. JRW & Com
mencement are important and ex
pensive events, but they are the
business o f the individual classes
not Congress and when it comes
down to it they are overblown and
glorified beyond what they are:
proms.
The classes that have run events
are doing the much overworked
BOP a favor. Las Vegas Nite is a
good example o f a class working
for “ fun and profit” . Yet the ques
tion remains-- where does Con
gress fit in?
At present the Congress o f PC
is not what it says it is: a
deliberative assembly. The Student
Congress meetings resemble a
forum. The classes, clubs and
organizations state what events or
meetings they, have had (or have

coming up) and for the most part
the Congress committees give noshows. What is the solution? Dis
band Student Congress. We still
can d o everything with just an Ex
ecutive Board who can appoint
m em bers to com m ittees and
allocate the activity fee. Besides it
would give the members o f classes
and clubs more valuable time to sell
tickets instead o f going to silly
Congress meetings.
Perhaps we could “ make” , just
for show, a purely symbolic Con
gress. Along the same lines o f the
present H ouse o f Lords in
England. O f course, we’d elect a
monarch, royalty is so much
classier than dirty politics and
make it a work-study job. Sugges
tion for this body’s name: The
Estates Resumes.
In any event, Congress must
define itself. If Congress were do
ing its job this school' s spirit and
image would be in better shape. My
suggestions are these:
1. Class governments and Con
gress government be separate—
ie-- there be representatives of the
students who are not necessarily
class workers. This would give
representation time to develop.
Some class workers work for class
events more than 10 hours per
week. This would end the “ class
conflict” .
2. Separate BOP from Congress
in matters o f government. This
would help to end the silly fighting
between the tw o im portant
organizations and allow them to
work better in their fields which are
totally disjoint from each other.
3. Keep an active, working
dialogue (or forum) between the
Administration Faculty-Senate and
Student Congress-- not just in
dividuals, but the whole between
the bodies themselves. In order that
students are fully represented.
4. Raise the student activity fee.
This would allow Congress
members more time to do what
they were elected for and would cut
back on the “ necessity” o f fund
raisers.
Congress does need its classes
but it is much more than that.
What use is an airplane if it doesn’t
fly? It’s awkward and a useless
machine on the ground. In other
words, why have a Congress-forshow, I think all o f the Congress
members have better things to do.
John DiCarlo
Chairman of the Committee on
Legislative Affairs
Student Congress

Join the Co-ed Dorm
Committee, Inputs and
Ideas Are Needed
Dear Editor:
The Student Congress of Pro
vidence College has resolved that a
committee be formed to study the
feasibility o f co-ed dormitories on
campus.
The agenda o f the committee in
cludes many efforts at obtaining in
put from all concerned segments of
the PC community. This will be ac
complished through various means,
including student survey, interviews
with key administration officials,
and correspondence with other col
leges who have co-ed residences on
their campuses. The committee
hopes to have a final report com
pleted before Thanksgiving.
I invite anyone who may be in
terested in serving on this commit-

lee to contact me through the Stu
dent Congress office. You can call
me there at 2419, or leave a note
in my Congress mailbox. The more
assistance we have, the easier it will
be to generate a thorough report
and meet our deadline. Even if you
do not wish to sign up for the com
mittee, we welcome any opinions
you may have on the subject o f co
ed dorms. The committee w
ill also
try to answer any questions which
you may have. Please address these
comments or questions to me, care
o f the Student Congress. Thank
you.
Heather A. Wessely
Chairperson
Committee on Co-Education

'One o f the Greatest NBA Teams
of all Times" -- N ot Justified
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the ar
ticle, "The Los Angeles Lakers Are
More Than Just Basketball" by
Gregory Corcoran which appeared
in the October 23 issue o f the Cowl.
You finally pushed me to the
limit. I could handle you saying
that there has never been an ar
tificial turf World Series (you seem
to
have
forgotten
1980
Phillies/Royals). I could deal with
your absurd statement that a .267

hitter like Vince Coleman (run over
by tarp) could make us forget one
o f the premier lead-off men o f our
time, Ricky Henderson (.320‘ ba),
after all, we’re all entitled to our
own opinion and making mistakes.
But your most recent article about
what USA Today calls “ one o f the
greatest NBA teams o f all time” ,
pushed me over the edge with some
incredible theories.
First o f all, have you ever been
to the Forum and seen seats a foot
ball field’s length from the court?
When was the last time you talked

to any o f the Lakers to find out if
they live basketball or not? Maybe
the fans leave before the game is
over because most o f their home
games were not close enough to
warrant interest. Take note to the
highest point differential ( . 74) in
the league.
As for you saying that the Lakers
arc as good as the Celtics-- why
don’t you find some June ' 85
newspapers and let me know who
the World Champions are.
Everett Peduzzi

An Alumnus Writes of Past, Present
and Future
Klinghoffer M emorial Booze
Dear Editor:
It has been some time since me
mad scribblings have appeared on
the Commentary page of the Cowl,
however I feel that a dose of the old
medicine is in order following my
appearance in the Oktoberfest “ In
quiring Photographer.”
When asked by Miss Marsico
what the real world is like I replied,
" I don’t know. I’m in law
school.” The answers from Steve
Carty, Pat Harrington, and the
cavalcade o f Magnettes should be
taken cum grano salis as well. Most
of you who know them know that
no matter where they go, it won’t
be the real world despite my toll
call bills’ all- too- real pinch on my
academic pocket book.
What's it like not in the real
world, but not at PC? It certainly
isn’t much fun. Let us take law
school as an example. I am unique
ly qualified to speak about this
because I have been here for eight
weeks and have not killed myself.
Would you want to go to school,
be away from, home, live in a large
city with lots o f bars, but not be
able to drink yourself into oblivion
from Thursday to Monday like you
did at PC? O f course not. Would

you want to be “ in school” while
everyone else you know is already
making money in private enterprise
but not be able to blow o ff classes
and hand assignments in late?
Never. Would you want to spend
a fortune in long distance just to
call Chris Magner or John Gilfillan
to find out the latest dirt about peo
ple in your class? Nye! Would you
want Tim H axton and Dan
McMorrow to call you from
California at 2:00 a .m . their time
(5:00 a.m. in Washington) collect,
just to tell you how much fun they
had while you were making love to
a contracts case book? Cold day in
hell. Would you want Grace
Gellene to phone and tell you about
the great Rat night while you were
briefing twelve torts cases? Bull.
I'd give a billion dollars to be a
second semester senior at PC
again. I’d be looking forward to
Commencement Week; Guinea,
(John Colantoni) would have
duped Father MvGreevy into let
ting us launch a helium balloon fill
ed with drunken members of the
class of 85' from the top o f McVinney for a charge of two dollars each
including all you can drink and a
DJ and we’d still have enough
money left in the class treasury to
rent the Achille Lauro for the Loen

Cruise. I can picture it like yester
day.... the good old day when our
apartment on Pinehurst Avenue
was filled with dirty dishes, Tim
Haxton left his empty milk glass on
the coffee table to solidify, and
D.J. Bateson was mad because I let
the furnace run out o f oil for the
sixth time since November.
I long for for the days when
Grace and I could eat pizza in
peace because the girls on her floor
had just defeated the rugby team
in intra-mural co-ed jello wrestling.
I miss Patrick Harrington's unique
outlook on life..... from the bottom
o f a scotch bottle. I despair the
distance from Father McMahon's
good counsel.
Enjoy PC now , because
Oktoberfest is, as on editorial
stated, too short. You can’t cram
four years o f growing up into one
night of nostalgic pilgrimage, no
matter how long the bars stay
open.
Joe Corradino
Joe Corradino, a first year law stu
dent at Catholic University, was a
sometime contributor to, but was
more often the subject o f the
ed ito ria l page o f The Cowl dur
ing hisfo u r year tenure at PC in the
student Congress.

39 Days until
Christmas Festival
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— COMMENTARY—
To 'B ' or N ot to 'B ' During
Mid-Terms
David Letterman, one o f the wit
tiest comedians on television, has
a golden knack for developing and
building upon a humorous phrase.
He slowly rolls " I ’ve been hypn-otized” off of his tongue frequent
ly on his “ Latenight” program
during amusing moments. But the
irony o f this phrase is that I hear
myself repeating it-- in a serious
tone. We all do. We are all hyp
notized about mid-term grades—
and that is not funny.
Down in the post office room of
lower Slavin during the day mid
term grades are issued, mid-term
rubbish is accumulated. Students,
with much content and, amazing
ly, with good reason, throw away
their m arks. Mid-term marks
should come under a new scrutiny.
Perhaps they should even be
abolished-- with the possible excep
tion for freshmen-- more about
which anon.
The mid-term date marks the
mid-point from the start o f a
semester to the end o f it. Each
semester is 14 weeks long. This
semester that date was October 16.
Approximately two weeks later,
mid-term grades are (thankfully)
deposited in each students mailboxes
(not home). But trouble lingers in
the philosophy o f mid-terms here
at PC.
The basic philosophy behind
utilizing these grades is to inform
th e stu d e n t-- a nd even the
professor-- on how well the student
is performing in the class. Accor
ding to the Bulleting o f Providence
College, 1984-85, the grades are
“ advisory in nature.” If a student
is performing poorly in, say,
physics, then these grades should
warn him. The student would then
proceed to drop the course, or,
more courageously, seek help and
possibly do better. If a student is
performing well in, say, Civ (in
credibly) then these grades should
complement him.
However, some mid-term grades
on the paper are not as "advisory
in nature” to me, and I’ll warrant,

a good majority o f the students
here.
The reason is quite clear. Many
mid-term grades do not reflect nor
measure accurately the quality of
student’s accomplishments at that
time period.
Very often a professor will only
use a major exam or major paper
to derive a mid-term grade while
neglecting, purposely or not,
quizzes, homework, and extra
credit. Sometimes there is only one
major exam or paper before the
mid-term date, while there may be
two or three to follow that date. A
true mid-term grade thus becomes
blurry to see.__________________

Jim
Freeman
Such murky rankings have the
potential for severe implications. A
student who owns a mid-term
grade that is not " tru e ” is also the
proud owner o f unnecessary fear
and pressure too.
An exam or paper may be
boosted by quizzes, homework,
and extra credit. Either way, an ac
curate account of a student’s work
is calculated using all o f the
denominators comprising a grade.
In too many cases this is not done.
And the philosophy behind this
grade is, I suppose, just as em
pirical philosophy thought of ra
tionalist philosophy: objectionable.
Sally Czachor, Associate Dean
o f U n dergraduate Studies,
disagrees. She says students “ have
the right to know where they
stand." Mid-term grades offer the
Dean’s office two levels of in
valuable information,” she said.
First, they bring to the attention of
the Dean whether a student is ac
tive, or whether a student is ill and
alleviates the problem for “ no
grades” before the grades become
permanent.
Second, the mid-term grade is an

indication o f performance by the
student, and an indicator of perfor
mance in a particular major con
centration by the student. All
Deans study mid-term grades. They
notify any student that hast the
potential for problems based on
different criteria (failure or low
marks overall, or in a major; pro
bation students, leave o f absence
students, and transfer students).
Czachor said, “ Mid-term grades
are vital mechanisms to help
students succeed. It shows interest
on the part o f the College-- we are
concerned."
Nevertheless, these comments do
not account for the fact that some
m id-term
grades a re recall
please, "blurry." Some grades are
not really indicative o f a students
actual work. Associate Dean
Czachor said the Deans try to im
press upon a mature faculty to
stress these grades. It is a delicate
problem. Yet even the Deans may
be fooled by some mid-term marks
which are not genuine-not an ac
cu rate m ark o f a students
performance.
Dr. James McGovern, Associate
Vice President for Academic Ad
ministration, a man I highly ad
mire, does not see a problem with
the present as it stands. He said the
faculty, generally, give the best
assessment o f grades at the time.
He said that looking for patterns
in mid-terms is important, though
he concealed there may be inac
curacies in individual instances. He
viewed mid-term marks as an
"asset” for the student, and that
the student deserves the attention.
There has often been conversa
tion around distributing these
grades for freshm an and
sophomores, or just for freshmen.
The idea o f this originally because
freshmen have freshmen tendencies
and that a mid-term mark might
show them they must budget more
time towards studies. In their case
the grade would give them a sharp
jolt to, the jaw if their grades are
Continued below

Joe
Devine
I give the committee all the credit
in the world, but the college seems
comfortable in its present position.
The administration makes the dif
ference of a “ higher learning center
for adults" and “ a nice, safe place
to send your kid” by providing a
living atmosphere centered on
Christian values, morality and self
discipline. Males and females under
the same roof apparently do not
enter into this set o f values.
There arc also practical uses for
these values. Single sex dorms with
parietals are a selling point, a
security asset, and an integral part
o f the atmosphere and air o f the
college.
Providence College is a good
school competing for new students.
The fact that there are no males in
girls dorms after hours not only
provides the ladies with a safe place
to go home, but gives parents a
feeling o f security. Those parents

I’m glad to see that the Cowl has
subscribed to a syndicated colum
nist for the year, but I wish Richard
Cohen would give us better jour
nalism and less sarcasm for the
money.
Mr. Cohen discussed the Reagan
administration’s handling of the
capture o f the men who hijacked
the Achille Lauro and killed one
American. In the second paragraph
he pokes fun at the President vow
ing never to apologize to the Egyp
tians, and in the sixth paragraph he
states that we shouldn’t apologize.
Be consistent please.
He then equated this event to
Grenada and dubbed the two
“ much ado about nearly nothing.”
Well Mr. Cohen, I think that the
U.S. showing a little spine to cap
ture murderers is a good thing and
your writing off a country as a dot
in the ocean is just the opposite.
Maybe someday you’ll run into a
relative o f one o f the medical
students who was on the island and
hear how glad they were to see the
American troops, like me, or
maybe you 'll meet a Grenadian and
find out that his country means
something more than a dot in the
ocean to him.
* COHEN
Continued fro m page 5
U.S. got the plane to land.
His anim osity is directed at the
tactics used in the capture o f those
“ bungling Palestinian terrorists.”
You know, those four bunglers
who took over a ship. Yes, the U.S.
did use it’s “ umpty-ump trillion
dollar military” and it’s “ Buck
Rogers devices” (how profound) to
assist in the forced landing o f the
Egyptian airliner. That’s what it’s
there for—Dick. How else do we
catch airborne, home-bound ter
rorists, and bring them to justice?
Perhaps it would have been more
sporting to use hang gliders. That
way, nobody would be mad at us,
★ LIBRARY
Continued fro m page 5

Why We D on’t See Co-ed Dorms
at PC
A committee has been formed to
investigate the possibilities o f co-ed
dorms at PC. Many feel that a
large majority o f students want
them on campus, but the ad
m inistration, the alum ni, the
benefactors and the parents are
o b stacles
th at
seem
insurmountable._______________

W ashington Post Writer,
Cohen, Needs Consistency

who have daughters at PC weren't
told that girls get raped in this area
before they came here, but the
essence o f dorm life influenced in
the spirit o f Dominican morals
brought many smiles in my Friars
Club lour group.
Rape in itself is nothing to be
taken lightly. Commander Clark
said early in September that the
assailant o f last semester’s rape vic
tims is still at large. The dormitory,
under the present system, is now
the safest place for a girl to be at
night. Pizza men aren't even allow
ed in the living section, and janitors
even have to leave their identifica
tion to do their work. Simply
stated, security is so tight that
strangers can’t get up and bother
residents. Girls don’t have to worry
about that in their dorms, and the
school would be wrong if they took
this feeling o f security away from
their parents and themselves. If
security was even remotely replac
ed by a co-ed dormitory and a sex
ual assault resulted, the price o f the
co-ed dorm would be too high.
Security does restrict the
freedom o f the ladies to some ex
tent, and don’t think I would want
to answer to a desk person every
time I entered a dorm. Sure, the
guys would be convenience if they
didn’t have to walk to another
building to meet a girlfriend, but
their freedom would be restricted
by an obvious, needed increase in
security.

Resident Assistants can’t be ask
ed to work every night at a separate
desk for each floor, so more desk
persons would have to be hired for
each floor if male residents were
not to lose their freedom. Thus,
higher room and board fees.
Higher fees would be applicable
due to renovations anyway. Many
physical features would have to be
altered in the dorms to accom
modate the needs of both sexes.
These physical changes would also
prove to be offensive to the alum
ni and the benefactors, which is a
financial dilemma in itself.
In Georgetown, the indoctrina
tion o f co-ed dorms offended
alumni greatly. Many contributors
felt that the morals o f the college
had slipped, and their hearts and
wallets reflected this. They sent
Christmas cards to the Dean, but
the customary checks were not
there. Providence College lives by
its moral reputation, and the school
simply can’t afford to let it appear
that reputation is sacrificed. I'm
not saying it is going to be by the
beginning o f co-ed dorms, but I
sympathize with the traditionalists,
and I hope the reputation o f the
school grows more favorably,
rather than giving the impression
that it is declining.
Joe Devine is a member o f the
Class o f '89 and a Business A d
ministration major.

the world. It is very unrealistic to
expect that we will have every jour
nal cited in every index. The stu
dent who waits until the last minute
to start collecting material f o r a
research paper is bound to experie nce frustration. It m a y be
necessary top get a copy o f an ar
ticle through our interlibrary loan
service, which can be timeconsuming, or to go to another
library in the area which does have
the needed journal. Students a r e
entitled to a borrower’s card at the
Providence Public Librar y, can
use the libraries at RI college and
URI and can get a letter at the
Reference Desk to get into the
Brown Libraries.
Your suggestion for solving the
problem o f “ inefficient magazine
sources” is questionable, i.e., “ to
take a survey o f the magazines that
are most frequently used.” That
implies that we do have the
magazines. Do you mean that we
should have multiple subscri p
tions to frequently use periodicals?
We are currently spending about
one hundred twenty-three thousand
dollars ($123,000.00) a year for
periodical subscriptions. The
average price of a subscription is
now sixty-one dollars ($61.00). We
*

The article goes on to suggest
that the administration is proud
mostly of the act itself. Why you
decided to waste space talking
about how unimpressive it was for
our sixth fleet to capture this plane
is beyond me. The act is not what
is being celebrated; one point for
the good guys is not one would sug
gest that this will put an end to ter
rorism but it is nice to see the good
guys come out on top once in a
while. Ronald Reagan was elected

Patrick
Kennelly
on a stronger American platform
in 1980 and the hostages of
Lebanon were practically thrown at
the lame duck Carter. I celebrate
a step back in the direction o f U.S.
strength.
You’re right Mr. Cohen; we did
just win a game and I think we
should spike the ball.
Patrick Kennelly is a member o f
the Class o f '86 and a Finance
major.
and there would be no hurt
feelings.
Mr. Cohen’s comparison of the
Achille Lauro incident to a football
game further establishes his blatant
ignorance. What a simpleton! I
haven’t heard o f too many football
games where elderly invalids in
wheelchairs are shot in the head,
and dumped into the sea. I’d also
like to thank Mr. Cohen for sum
ming up the Achille Lauro incident
and forced landing in another pro
found statement; " And it certain
ly does not mean that anything
grand and everlasting has been ac
complished.” His patriotism and
optimism toward America should
be an inspiration to us all.
David P. Chappel

would have to cancel some o f our
current subscriptions to get multi
ple copies o f other journals. We
would then end with fewer titles
which could cause further frustra
tion for those looking for the
canceled journals.
Some suggestions for alleviating
the problem:
1. Start doing your research ear
ly. Those who procrastinate may
find that others have gotten there
first, that we do not have enough
material on their topic, or that they
will have to use the resources of
other libraries.
2. Communicate with your pro
fessors if you think we are lacking
important journals. If there is a
real need for the journal, a way will
be found to get it.
3. Talk to one of the librarians.
This won’t guarantee a subscrip
tion to the Journal o f medieval
Turkish Psycho-linguistics, but
could result in getting a copy o f the
needed article through interlibrary
loan.
The “ inefficiency” mentioned in
your somewhat irresponsible
editorial could be the failure to use
available resources wisely.
Joseph H. Doherty
Library Director

continued fro m above

poor-- when they still have the time th a n now) the purpose will have
to im prove them .
been fulfilled for all. If this can not
In conclusion, mid-terms are im be achieved then we are hypnotiz
mensely important. But we see their ing ourselves. A ' B' may not be a
importance if the grade is a true 'B ' and that is no laughing matter.
barometric reading o f one’s stan
ding in a class at that time. If this Jim Freeman is a member o f the
can be achieved for every class and Class o f '88 and a Math /Computer
for every student (at least more Science major.
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BUSINESSC haritable C ontributions

Business News
Summary

Corporations Give More,
Expect Less

Tuesday, October 22, 1985
*R.H. Macy & Co. Inc., owners of
the largest store in the world, pro
posed a buyout yesterday that if
approved would return the nation's
10th largest retailer to private
ownership in what would be the
largest retail takeover in history.
*The Boston Edison C o., owners
o f Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station,
yesterday faced a proposed $50,000
fine, for an alleged security viola
tion at the Plymouth, Mass, plant.
*Prime Computer Inc. o f Natick,
Mass, introduced a midsized com
puter yesterday which is designed
to compete with Digital's Microvax
II.
Wednesday, October 23, 1985
*Plans to acquire Old Colony Bank
o f RI were announced yesterday by
Bank o f New England Corp., the
second largest bank holding com
pany in the area.
*Although its car and truck
business showed a $21 million
operating loss. General Motors an
nounced a 24 percent increase in
profits yesterday as compared to
last year at this time.
♦An immediate strike vote was call
ed yesterday by the angry Com
munications Workers of America
who are reacting to the recent
layoff at AT&T Inform ation
Systems Inc.
Thursday, October 24, 1985
*A tentative agreement was reach
ed yesterday between the Chrysler
Corp. and the U nited Auto
Workers, giving the 70.000 strikers
a wage increase, a $2,000 bonus,
and job security.
♦Plant-closing expenses and the
decrease in oil prices as well as the
value of the dollar are the causes
of a 22% drop in third quarter ear
nings said the Exxon Corp. yester
day. Operating profits were up
10.5% from the year before.
♦Revlon, the cosmetic company,
was ordered by a Delaware Court
yesterday not to “ lock-up” options
in a merger agreem ent with
Forstmann Little and Co. The in
junction was sought by Pantry
Pride which is still struggling to
take over Revlon despite the agree
ment with Forstmann Little and
Co.
Friday, October 25, 1985
*Warren Avis, the founder o f Avis
Rent-a-C ar, announced plans
yesterday to buy back the company
from Beatrice Cos. Inc., and
possibly expand it into financial
services, including travelers’ checks
and general credit cards.
♦The Federal Trade Commission
said yesterday that General Motors
Corp. has paid almost $28 million
to over 75,000 customers as reim
bursement for engine or transmis
sion problems during the first 13
months o f their mediation and ar
bitration program.
Saturday, October 26, 1985
♦Officials for Texas Instruments
Inc. o f Dallas said yesterday that
2200 jobs will be eliminated, two
plants are going to be shutdown,
and operations will be rearranged,
all due to the failing semiconduc
tor industry.
♦United States Steel Corp. an
nounced yesterday that there may
be a business combination in the
works between themselves, the
largest U.S. Steelmakers and Texas
Oil and Gas Corp., a big indepen
dent natural gas producer.
Sunday, October 27, 1985
♦CBS Inc., one o f the strongest
communications companies in the
country, is attempting to reduce its
debt and ward off the attempted
takeover by Ted Turner, an Atlan
ta broadcaster, by selling a number
of its operations as quickly as
possible.

Charitable contributions by U.S.
companies are on a sharp upward
path, according to an advance
research report released today by
The Conference Board.
Contributions by U.S. firms
jumped 15 percent to an estimated
$3.8 million last year (latest year
for which o fficial d a ta are
available). A detailed analysis of
315 pace-setting companies (among
422 surveyed) shows that these
firms escalated their charitable con
trib u tio n s even m ore-- by 26
percent.
Companies are giving not only
more cash but also property, equip
ment, and a wide range of com
pany products to worthy causes.
Last year, corporate contributions
o f property and equipment rose by
200 percent, gifts and securities in
creased by 100 percent, and gifts of
company products increased by 150
percent.
Noncash giving accounted for 22
percent of all corporate contribu
tions in 1984, up from 11 percent
in 1983. While some o f this

dram atic increase represented
large, one-time gifts o f property,
noncash giving is clearly on an
upswing.
" Noncash contributions are
becoming an important ingredient
in corporate programs,” explains
The Conference Board’s Linda
Cardillo Platzer, who directs this

"N oncash contribu
tions are becoming
an important ingre
dient in corporate
planning..."
survey. “ Latest data indicate that
noncash gifts are not being used as
a substitute for money but as a
significant addition to traditional
contributions.”
More Money For Community
Organizations
The report reveals continuing shifts
in corporate giving patterns. More
corporate funds are being directed

at civic and community activity
organizations, two sectors which
have been hard hit by Federal
budget cuts. These areas received
nearly 19 percent of all corporate
contributions last year, up from 15
percent in 1983 and less than 12
percent during the previous ten
years. Education captured nearly
39 percent o f the corporate con
tributions budget, about the same
figure registered in 1983. Health
and human services organizations
received about 28 percent of all
contributions, down slightly from
29 percent the year before. Culture
and the arts continued to account
for just under 11 percent of all con
tributions. The remaining 4 percent
was directed to a variety of
organizations, including those prro
viding aid to foreign countries.
Regional Differences in Giving
There are striking differences in
contributing patterns across the
country. Two findings:

* Companies based in New York
and New Jersey give the largest
amounts. Their median annual
budgets: $1.9 million.
♦Companies in the West gave the
largest share of their contributions
dollar (between 35 percent and 45
percent) to health and human ser
vices. By comparison, companies
headquartered in New England
gave the largest proportion (about
43 percent) to educational
institutions.
" Corporate contributions ex
ecutives emphasize that a regional
perspective is vital in their overall
decision-making," notes The Con
ference Board’s Platzer. "A survey
data
indicate
econom ic,
demographic and cultural condi
tions in different parts of the coun
try clearly influence corporate con
tributions activities."

D istribution of C orporate C ontributions by R egion

Teens
Control
Buying Power

Region

N
um
berofCom
panies

Total
C ontributions
($ m illions)

Human
ealthnd
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Services

Education

Arts

CivicandCommunity Other

$115.4
onectiu)
C

(Maine, New Hampsh
nglad:ire,Vermont, Massachusetts,R
E
ew
N
hodeIslan,

M
id-Atlantic:(NewYork,NewJersey)

43

28.54

42.94

13.44

12.64

2.54

60

$475.1

22.6

42.0

11.0

21.3

3.2

132

$388.4

30.7

38.3

7.0

18.0

6.0

Southeast :
(Delaware, Maryland, V irginia,
West V irginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, North Carolina,
South C arolina, Georgia,
F lo rid a, Alabama, M ississippi)

67

$121.4

27.2

36.6

24.1

3.8

Breadbasket:
(Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota,
North Dakota)

29

$95.6

31.3

34.3

16.9

13.5

4.0

Southwest:
(Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma)

32

$74.5

21.6

41.9

7.8

25.7

3.0

Mountain S tates:
(Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,
New Mexico, A rizona, Utah,
Nevada, Idaho)

10

$5.2

44.7

42

$168.9

35.1

32.1

16.2

13.9

2.7

415

$1,444.3

27.74

38.94

10.74

18.84

3.94

In d u strial Heartland:
Indiana, I l l i n o i s , Wisc o n sin)

by Janice Hanbury
To find out whether you fit in
with today’s trendsetters check out
the local junior and senior high
schools in your area. As the teen
market’s buying power continues
to boom in relation to other
segments, what sits well with this
group rests on top of the sales
charts. Today’s generation could
go down in history as the popula
tion with the most spending power
and influence over family buying
behavior. One could place a strong
bet that whatever foods teenage
girls are eating, clothes they’re
wearing, styles they’re adopting
and professional futures they’re
planning, are the “ in” things.
This segment accounts for more
than $28 billion in buying power.
Where do teens earn their spending
money? Most comes from job ear
nings and parental allowances. Ap
proximately 14 million teen girls
are in the 12 to 19 year old age
group. It is recorded that 6.5
million o f all teen girls have a per
sonal charge account or the use of
one. Sixty percent have a personal
savings account, while 16 percent
have an active checking account.
Not only do teen girls buy large
quantities of personal items like
cosmetics, but also they influence
the purchasing decisions o f their
parents for durable goods bought
for use by the entire family.
According to Seventeen market
research almost 40 percent of all
family food dollars are spent by
teenagers, accounting for more
than $16 billion in annual grocery
purchases. Almost two-thirds of to
day’s teens have mothers who
work. This calls for teens to
prepare meals and do the grocery
shopping. Since they are spending
more time in the grocery stores,
marketers are beginning to pitch
brand name products directly to
them.
Teenage daughters influence
purchases from breakfast cereals to
automobiles. Many car makers are

P a c ific:
(Washington, Oregon, C alifornia,
(Alaska, Hawaii)
Total
Baaed on 1984 d a ta.

Total for a regionm a y n o t add to 100 percent

A teenager’s command o f a par
ticular market can be very short
due to their lack o f brand loyalty.
This age group is well known as
brand switchers. Teens resent be

20.4

1 .7

because of rounding

ing talked down to, being treated
as nondecision makers, therefore it
is necessary for manufacturers to
talk to them. Most researchers

Book Review
Bennis and Nanus' LEADERS
The Strategies o f Taking Charge
The problem with most
organizations is that they’re overmanaged and underled. The dif
ference is crucial: managers do
things right, but leaders do the
right things. Managers often get
mired in the nuts-and-bolts of dai
ly routine. But leaders have visions
which propel them to innovate in
the face of disruptive and rapid-fire
change.
So say Warren Bennis and Burt
Nanus, two distinguished observers
o f organizational culture, and now
authors o f a zesty and provocative
new book titled, LEADERS: The
Strategies o f Taking Charge
*(Harper & Row, May 29, 1985;
$ 19.95). Drawing on interviews
with ninety o f the world’s most

1 0 .7

successful leaders in business,
government and sports, the authors
focus on the personal qualities of
these outstanding men and women,
exploring how they use their talents
to energize and transform the
organizations they lead.
This inspiring book also shows
how all of us can develop and
polish our own leadership skills. In
the author’s view, leadership "can
be learned by anyone, taught to
everyone, denied to no one,” from
the rank-and-file in every walk of
life on up to the heads o f states.
Four Common Key Strategies
Though the book’s sampling of
leaders was "wildly diverse” and
though the study revealed a wealth
o f styles and philosophies, all nine

agree that teens may have increas
ed disposable incomes now, but
their spending habits will change
once they leave their family to live
on their own.

ty leaders shared these four areas
of competence, say the authors:
1. Management of Attention: All
o f them had a vision for the future.
They knew exactly what they
wanted and, through their intensi
ty o f purpose, they got others to
pay attention to their goals.
2. Management of Meaning: All
had mastered the art o f com
municating their visions and ideas
with great clarity.
3. Management o f Trust: By
showing themselves to be reliable
and tirelessly persistent, all the
leaders in the Bennis-Nanus study
had gained trust of their people.
4. Management of Self: All view
ed themselves in a positive light.
They recognized their personal
strengths, nurtured and developed
their skills, and knew whether their
strengths fit the organization’s
needs. What’s more, they inspired
Continued on page 8
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D on ’t Lose
Aid!
Each year thousands of college
students face the grim reality that
they won’t receive financial aid—
not because they don't qualify—
but because they didn’t meet early
application deadlines, reports
Kathryn Rosypal, President of
Great Potentials Resource Center,
a nationwide financial aid informa
tion service.
“ Throughout the spring and
summer, GPRC receives thousands
o f letters from frantic students re
questing financial aid information
for September. Apparently these
students have no idea that most ap
plication deadlines occur in March
for aid needed in September." said
Mrs. Rosypal.
“ Most colleges don’t provide
students, in general, with informa
tion about the financial aid pro
cedures," said Rosypal, "conse
quently unsuspecting students miss
out on receiving much-needed
money due to ignorance about the
time-consuming process involved in
obtaining aid."
All college students should begin
looking for aid in the fall for the
following September semester since
approximately nine months is need
ed to obtain required forms and
meet early Spring application
deadlines. This is especially impor
tant for college seniors planning to
attend graduate school since many
sources o f aid for graduate school
have
Jan u a ry
application
deadlines.
GPRC helps students find non
governmental sources of financial
aid by using a computer to match
the student's personal data with the
eligibility
requ irem en ts o f
thousands of private sources of aid
to find the assistance which suits
each student 's special needs.
The Center services both college
and graduate school students. For
free information about GPRC,
write to: GPRC, 2529 North Rich
mond St., Chicago. IL 60647.
Specify if you are looking for
undergraduate or graduate finan
cial aid.

Consumer Corner:

Nutrition and You
These days it seems almost
everyone is on a good nutrition
“ kick.” Grocery stores have special
sections o f lower-calories, low-fat
foods. Many restaurants have
special menus for those who want
to limit cholesterol, fat, and
sodium. Every day you you are
bombarded with news about what
is good and not good for you, dif
ferent ways to lose weight, and
other nutritional tips. Although
you may want to practice good
nutrition and start eating better,
you may feel overwhelmed by all
o f this information.
T he U .S. D epartm ent o f
Agriculture and the U.S. Depart
ment o f Health and Human Ser
vices have jointly revised a booklet
—Nutrition and Your Health:
Dietary Guideline f o r Americans
-- that gives some clear advice in
one concise, easy-to-read booklet
that can help you improve your
eating habits. First published in
1980, the 1985 second edition
reflects the best scientific judge
ment based on the latest research.
For your free copy o f Nutrition
a n d Your H ealth: D ietary
Guidelines fo r Americans, write to
the Consumer Information Center,
Dept. 622N, Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
The dietary guidelines are
designed to help you make inform
ed choices about the food you eat.
O f course everyone’s daily re
quirements are different. People
need different amounts o f calories,
protein, iron and other nutrients.
For example, it discusses the special
nutritional requirements o f preg

nant and nursing women, infants,
and the elderly. The seven dietary
guidelines are the basic rules to
follow and can be adapted to meet
your individual needs.
The first two guidelines, which
advise you to eat a variety of foods,
and maintain desirable weight,
form the framework for a good
diet, and the remaining five iden
tify special characteristics of a good
diet.
You need more than 40 different
nutrients to stay healthy. These in
clude vitamins, minerals, proteins,
and carbohydrates. Chances are if
you select foods daily from fruits
and vegetables, cereals and breads,

" The seven dietary
guidelines are the
basic rules to follow
and can be adapted
to meet yo u r in
dividual needs."
milk and dairy products, and meat
and fish, you will be getting all the
nutrients you need, and you most
likely will not have to take vitamin
supplements.
Eating a variety o f foods in
moderation will also help you
maintain your weight. There is no
absolute answer for how to deter
mine the best weight for you, but
if you are an adult, you should not
weigh much more than you did
when you were 25. Nutrition and
Your Health: Dietary Guidelines
for Americans also has a chart of
desirable body weight ranges that

can help. If you are overweight, the
only sensible and “ sure fire” way
to shed pounds is to reduce your
caloric intake-- without cutting out
essential nutrients-- and to increase
your physical activity.
The rest o f the guidelines
describe special characteristics of
good diets. They suggest that you
get more of your calories from
complex carbohydrates and in
crease fiber by eating more fruits,
vegetables, and whole grain breads
and cereals while avoiding too
much fat, sugar, sodium, and
alcoholic beverages. These sugges
tions are especially good for peo
ple who have a family history of
obesity, heart disease, diabetes, or
high blood pressure.
There is no guarantee that you
will be completely healthy if you
follow these dietary guidelines.
Many other factors-- such as
heredity, life style, personality
tra its, m ental h ealth, and
environment-- also contribute to
health. However, practicing varie
ty and moderation in your diet can
help you keep healthy and may
even improve your health.
For more information on
what you should eat for good
health, send for your free copy of
N u trition and Your Health:
Dietary Guidelines fo r Americans.
At the same time, you will also
receive a free copy o f the Con
sum er In fo rm a tio n Catalog.
Published quarterly by the Con
sumer Information Center o f the
U.S. General Services Administra
tion, the Catalog lists more than
200 other free and moderately pric
ed federal booklets on a wide varie
ty of subjects.

Have Any Ideas For The Business Section?
W e ’d L o v e to H a v e T h em ! A n y C lu b s,
G r o u p s, etc . P le a se S u b m it U p c o m in g
E v e n ts fo r th e N e x t Cowl!

Inflation and
GNP to Rise in
Future
While a large number of business
economists are predicting a U.S.
recession in 1986, The Conference
Board’s panel o f senior financial
executives is projecting two more
years of real economic growth.
The board’s panel, which includes leading financial executives
in non-financial corporation, is
projecting real GNP to rise by 2.5
percent in 1986 and 2.8 percent in
1987. Inflation will average 4 per
cent in 1986 and 4.5 percent in
1987. The prime lending rate is ex
pected to average 9.8 percent next
year and 10.2 percent in 1987.
“ Survey results reflect sharp dif
ferences over the economic outlook
between the surveyed financial ex
ecutives
and
professional
economists,” notes Conference
Board Economist Vincent G.
M assaro, who conducted the
survey.
“ While roughly half o f the
surveyed members o f the National
A ssociation
of
Business
Economists now look for a reces
sion to begin before the end o f next
year, 90 percent of the financial ex
ecutives anticipate continuing
growth over the next two years.”
Three other projections by The
Conference Board panel:
*Corporate profits (before taxes)
will rise 8.3 percent during the next
12 months. This figure is in line
with the latest Conference Board
estimates, which have profits clim
bing 9 percent next year following
a 7 percent decline this year.
*The Dow Jones Index will show
little improvement, averaging 1331
in 1986 and 1358 in 1987.
*Surveyed companies will continue
to rely heavily on internallygenerated funds to meet their
financing needs. Internal funds ac
counted for 81 percent of their total
funds during the last 12 months.

LEADERS: The Strategies
Taking Charge
Continued fro m page 7

BEWARE
THE TUNNELS!

Come experience the terror of the

" TUNNELS"
Friday, November 1
5-8 p.m.
Cost; only $1.00
The excitement begins behind Dore Hall.
Sponsored by Friar Council o f K of C

these positive feelings in others.
Finding a Vision and Putting it
Across
Are leaders transcendent
geniuses who create visions out of
some mysterious sixth sense?
Perhaps some are, say Bennis and
Nanus, but most leaders listen well,
particularly to those with new views
o f the future.
Leaders, the authors found, are
champion askers o f questions and
seekers o f advice. They study past
history and read great thinkers’
books. They look for clues to what
the future may bring. The spark of
genius lies in the leader's ability to
synthesize-- to assemble-- " a clear
ly articulated vision o f the future
that is at once simple, easily
understood, clearly desirable, and
energizing."
How do leaders communicate
their visions? The book brims with
examples. Bill Moog, a manufac
turer o f patented aircraft engine
parts, presents mockups or draw
ings of his ideas. Director Robert
Red ford played Pacchelbel' s
Canon
in
D
to
the
cinematographers shooting Or
dinary People so the movie would
look the way the music sounded.
Lee lacocca changed Chrysler’s
looser's mentality to a winner’s by
sending frequent messages to the
work force which he then reinforc
ed in personal appearances. Before
divestiture, AT&T C hairm an
Charles L. Brown made publicspeeches to set the stage for the
transformation from a regulated
utility to a competitive communica
tions business.
Building Trust
Tied to trust in positioning-- the
niche which leaders establish to im

plement their visions. To gain their
organizations' acceptance of new
positions, say the authors, leaders
must be the epitome o f constancy
and reliability. By staying the
course in the face o f resistance to
change, leaders establish trust
among their followers.
As a systematic way for leaders
to demonstrate mutual respect,
competence, and integrity, Bennis
and Nanus recommend QUEST—
Quick Environmental Scanning
Technique. This brainstorming ex
ercise permits leaders, managers,
and planners to share views about
future external environments that
have critical implications for the
organization’s positioning.
Promoting Innovative Learning
Successful leaders feel good
about themselves because they’re
intellectually and emotionally com
mitted to developing their skills. In
deed leaders are perpetual
learners-- from books, people and
experience. W hat’s special about
their eagerness to learn is that it’s
focused on the organization. And
because they’re so intensely open to
new experiences, because they
relentlessly seek new challenges and
unfailingly treat mistakes as oppor
tunities for self-improvement, they
instill the desire for innovative lear
ning
th ro u g h o u t
their
organizations.
In their comprehensive study,
Bennis and Nanus learned that
leaders pull rather than push.
What’s the result o f this wise use
o f power? The empowerment of
others, say the authors, and an
organizational culture that help
employees generate a sense of
meaning in their work and a desire
to challenge themselves to ex
perience success.
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Brow ning had
AT&T’s 6 0 % and 4 0 % discounts,
it w ould have b ee n alerrib le

And of course, she wouldn’t have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet’s
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you’re on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you’ll save 60% off AT&T’s Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you’ll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you’re asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart’s desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone.'

T ^AT& T
’^ =
1985 AT&T Communications

The right choice.
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Blackfriar’s Update:

Jacobsen’s Scene
Designing and Magic
by Alicia Roy
Magic is not part o f the design
process used to create the setting
for a theatre production, says Bill
Jacobson, the new scenic designer
o f the Blackfriars Theatre.
“ People think that a picture is
made and it remarkably appears,"
Jacobson commented in a private
interview.
“ Actually, long before the
rehearsal process begins, there is
much work to be d o n e," he
continued.
“ First, the script must be ex
amined as it has the meaning which
should be conveyed. This involves
critical thinking."
::Detailed research in conference
with the director should then
follow ," believes
Jaco b so n .
“ Theatre is a collaborative effort
and, therefore, constant com
munication with the director is
necessary to produce a unified
show."
A scenic director has to create
“ an emotional experience through
the senses-- the emotional space,”
asserts Jacobson.
How is this "space” created?
“ I always work through rough
models, not sketches,” says Jacob
son. “ Theatre is an actor in space,
not an actor on paper.”
To help him develop his design,
Jacobson always listens to music.
“ Nothing has such a direct emo
tional experience in the arts as
music,” expressed Jacobson as he
took a sip of black coffee.
"B aroque music is my favorite
type of music,” stated Jacobson.
“ I think I like the technicality and
precision o f it. The Second
Brandenburg Concerto is my
favorite piece.”
Jacobson says he originally
became involved with theatre by
"sheer accident.”
In 1976, he received his Bachelor
o f Arts degree in Literature and
Film from Eckerd College in

F lo rid a . It was during this
undergraduate career that he says
his interest in design developed. He
simply started working in the
theatre and suddenly found himself
at Brandeis University where he
graduated in May o f 1985 with a
Master o f Fine Arts degree in
Scenic Design.
Jacobson now resides with his
wife Karen in an apartment on Pro
vidence’s East Side.
“ C om m itment to academic
theatre in a liberal arts setting,”
brought Jacobson to Providence
College. “ The good budget gives
me artistic freedom,” he con
tinued, "because I do not have to
work around the clock to survive."
However, Jacobson is now
designing for the Laurie Theatre at
Brandeis University while also
designing the sets for the 1985-1986
season at the Blackfriars
Theatre, "Most designers do need
to balance three or four things at
one tim e,” he says.
Beginning Friday, November 1,
Jacobson’s work at Providence
College can be viewed at the open
ing o f The Caine M utiny CourtMartial by Herman Wouk.
When asked o f his future aspira
tions, Jacobson responded," I do
want to keep my academic ties and
also want to do regional or offbroad way theatre.”
Jacobson is not ever interested in
designing for a Broadway show.
He says that with the union of
theatre workers and the labor situa
tion, and the expense absorbed by
producing a show, no chances are
being taken. “ No risky plays are
being produced on Broadway, but
they are in college theatres,” he
says.
There certainly is no worry that
Jacobson will be leaving the field
o f set designing. “ Design is a
lifestyle, not a career,” he conclud
ed. “ It reaches to all aspects of life.
Once you have the bug, it’s hard
to conceive o f doing anything
else.”

AUDITION
fo r M o lie r e 's

The Im ag in ary Invalid
Monday, November 4 & Tuesday, Nov. 5
at 7 p.m. in Siena 212
* Please prepare a monologue of your own
choosing
* Scripts are on reserve at the library.
Guest Director: Michael Grando

Trinity Update:

Bette & Bob Extended
Trinity Repertory Company an
nounces that due to public demand
its production o f Christopher
Durang's comedy The M arriage o f
Belle and Boo will be extended.
The additional performances are:
Thursday, November 7, 8pm
Friday, November 8, 8pm
Saturday, November 9, 8pm
Sunday, November 10, 2pm
Trinity Rep’s production of
Durang’s humorous and satiric
look at the American family have
earned rave reviews from the critics

and sellout audiences. Adrian
Hall's imaginative direction and
Eugene Lee’s simple yet evocative
production design work beautiful
ly in this play that depends strong
ly on the style o f ensemble acting
for which Trinity Rep is noted. It
is a production with wonderfully
comic moments that are carefully
touched with sensitivity and
tenderness.
William K. Gale o f the Pro
vidence Journal calls The Marriage
o f Bette and Boo " a very funny
play,
a
m inefield
of
laughs... Adrian Hall’s clear direcContinued on page 11

Bill Jacobsen, new scenic director at Blackfriars, takes time out from his work to give us a smile!

Movie Review:

A Hilarious Journey through Soho
Scorcese’s After Hours a Sure Hit
by Heather Wessely
Have you ever had one o f those
days? You know the kind-- the
ones when Murphy’s law finds its
fullest expression. It’s a pretty safe
bet to say that all of us have at one
time or another. Now, when we’re
in the midst o f having one o f those
days, it is often very difficult to
laugh at the situation.
However, when it’s all happen
ing to someone else, the situation
is often all too funny. This is the
idea behind Martin Scorcese’s
A f ter Hours. It seems that a cer
tain New York City word processor
named Paul is having one o f those
nights. The story o f Paul' s night is
a sort o f frenetic retelling of
Homer's Odyssey and an absolute
ly hilarious movie.
A fter Hours follows Paul on his
bizarre journey through lower
M anhattan’s Soho. The story
begins with bagel-and-creamcheese paperweights and ends with
Paul' s imprisonment in papiermache, with innumerable twists
and turns in between. Like a latterday Ulysses, Paul meets a series of
unusual women who try to detain
him.

Rosanna Arquette, Madonna's
clone in Desperately Seeking
Susan, gives a fine performance as
Marcie, the suicidal girl who init i a t e s Paul’s trek to Soho in
search of the paperweights.
Terri Garr is also outstanding,
doing what she does best-- playing
a dippy, insecure blonde who, in
this case, is a barmaid who looks
like she just stepped out o f the
'60’s, complete with a French twist,
a lava lamp, and white go-go
boots.
The minor characters in After
Hours complement the list o f peo
ple who figure in Paul’s adventure.
They are the smart-alecks you meet
every day-- the coffee shop clerk,
the subway a tte n d a n t, the
bartender, the club bouncer-- that
seem bent on making life difficult.
A cameo appearance by Cheech &
Chong as two small-time thieves
also deserves mention.
John Heard as Paul has the most
understated role of the movie, but
the role which is also the most
pivotal. His performance holds the
entire movie together and draws the
viewer into the plot by recalling the
feelings o f fru stratio n and
bewilderment that all o f us feel dur
ing “ one of those days” .

When we laugh at what’s hap
pening to Paul, we are really
laughing at ourselves. “ I just
wanted to meet a nice girl,” says
Paul, “ and now I have to die for
it? !" Heard makes Paul a human
hero with whom we can sympathize
without making him pitiful.
The bulk o f the praise for the
success o f A fter Hours must be
reserved for Scorcese, whose direc
tion is once again as flawless as it
is creative. Scorcese brilliantly uses
a series o f recurring images to
weave a kind o f inescapable web of
terror for Paul. Scorcese’s closerange camera work help develop
the nightmare atmosphere o f the
Soho Odyssey. Without Scorcese’s
direction the film would be funny;
with it, however, the film is
hilarious.
To try to mention everything
funny about A fter Hours would
take up too much column space.
The unbelievable plot twists and
bizarre images and events coupled
with outstanding acting and direc
tion combine for laughs at every
turn.
Having one o f those days?
Go see A fter Hours.
After all, you know what they
say-- misery loves company!

Focus

P C ’s Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery
Editor's note: This article is being
reprinted due to technical errors
found in the October 16 issue.
There is also an addition being add
ed to it concerning the Wellesly
College Faculty Show.
by Julie Sliva
The Hunt-Cavanagh Hall, nam
ed after Reverend Lawrence M.
Hunt, O.P., and John F. Cavanagh
Jr. is located on Providence Col
lege’s lower campus. Father Hunt
founded the departments o f Art
and Art History in 1970. John
Cavanagh, a former PC graduate
and his wife, Helen, have been ma
jor benefactors o f the college. The
building was officially opened in
1976 and dedicated to Father Hunt
and the Cavanaghs in May, 1983.
The Hall is used by art and art
history majors along with many
other students wishing to fulfill
their fine arts requirements by ex
hibiting their works in the Hunt
Cavanagh Art Gallery
The exhibits presented in the
Gallery are chosen as educational
aids. According to Mrs. D’Avanzo, "The art history classes, as well
as the Western Civilization pro
gram could use the gallery to find
some similarities of the art created
today with that o f the past.”

The Gallery is the perfect loca
tion for exhibits o f artists from
New York, Boston, Maine, and
Rhode Island. There are also
presentations o f exhibits from PC
alumnus, students and faculty.
The Gallery Season line up for
1985-86 is:
Oct. 12-Nov. 1 The Wellesly
College Faculty Show
Nov. 2- Dec. 22 H. Lane Smith
Paintings
Nov. 23-Dec. 14 PC Faculty
Show
Dec. 14-Dec.20 Ceramics Show
Jan. 12-Dec 31 Mary Ann San
tos and Marlowe DeChrisofer
Paintings
Feb. 2-Feb. 14 Photography
Show
Feb. 23-Mar. 14 M.J. Orcutt
Mar. 16-M ar. 27 Adrian DaBash
O .P .
April 6-25 Ruth Emers
A pril 27-M ay 3 S tu d en ts’
Paintings
Mav 3-10 Student Photography.
The Wellesly College Faculty
Show is on display from Oct.
15-Nov. 1 in the Hunt-Cavanagh
Art Gallery. Paintings by Bill
Diew, James Rayen and Bunney
Harvey, photos by Brian Swift,
prints by Susan Schmidt, drawings
by David M acCaulay and

sculptures by Carlos Demen are on
display.
Bill Drew’s paintings " Pompey”
and “ First Night at UXMAL"
show his great emphasis on rich
surface contour. James Rayen has
“ A Few Green Leaves” on display.
Bunny Harvey, Prix De Rome
winner is showing two o f her pain
tings “ Language Energys" and
“ Ceremonial Song” which are
large abstract colorful canvases,
open
to
many
varied
interpretations.
David MacCaulay is nationally
known for his writings such as
Cathedral A rch itectu re and
Pyramids . His drawings depict lush
green English landscapes.
Brian Sw ift’s photography
focuses on diverse objects in a
photography studio. They each
contain subtle features with a
cubist sense o f design.
Susan Schmidt’s prints are most
ly of architecture in Boston. Her
monoprints and lithographs are ex
tremely detailed. Plan to stop by
The Gallery to enjoy this exhibit.
The Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery
is a treasure just waiting to be
discovered and appreciated! The
Providence College Community
should take better advantage of this
on-campus gallerv.
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TERTAINMENT—
Poet Comes to Life on Trinity Stage
by Anne D'A ndrea
“ If you limit yourself, you limit
your career,” Said 27 year-old Sara
W hitcom b, who plays Emily
Dickinson in the Amherst College
productio n o f The Belle o f
Amherst.
“ Theatre majors seem to see on
ly the impossibility o f getting a job
and the competition in the field.
You have to try to create your own
projects. As Katherine Hepburn
says, 'Actors who don’t generate
their own work are dead'. "
“ I can say this because I’m do
ing it,” said the petite, brownhaired Whitcomb. Her tour o f this
one-w om an show begins in
January and will travel all over the
country. There will be a perfor
mance o f this play on November
4th at 8 pm at Trinity Square
Repertory Com pany’s upstairs
theatre.
The Belle o f Amherst, by
William Luce, is about the life and
w orks o f Emily D ickinson.
Through her thoughts and words,
we enter into Dickinson’s world.
Dickinson was a virtual recluse, but
one of America's greatest poets.

“ This play is a witty, charming
piece and it does offer an explana
tion for Dickinson’s reclusivity.
The role o f women during this time
was limited to getting married and
“ serving tea” . If she got married,
she would have been required to
play the role dictated by society.
Emily was too bright and alive to
care about society."
An English / Theatre Arts double
m ajo r, W hitcom b graduated
Magna Cum Laude from Amherst
College in 1984. She first perform
ed The Belle o f Amherst as her
thesis production in May, 1983.
"I didn 't want to write a 70 page
thesis on Henry Jam es," said
Whitcomb, "so I decided on an ac
ting thesis.” Her performance in
The Belle o f Amherst received rave
reviews.
After an unfulfilling year at the
University o f North Carolina on a
fellowship for an MFA in Acting,
W hitcom b a p p roached the
Amherst College Alumni Society
with the tour idea.
“ I wasn’t happy with the pro
gram at school. I believe that if
your life isn’t the one you want
then change it. You are responsi

ble for your own happiness and
your own misery.” Luckily for her,
the Alumni Society enthusiastical
ly received her request for
sponsorship.
“ This tour is a nice way to
celebrate the 100 year anniversary
o f Emily Dickinson, and it’s also
a good way to pay off my college
loans!” exclaimed Whitcomb. The
tour is being coordinated by the
Amherst College Alumni Society,
so she is not directly in charge of
the schedule. She is hoping that the
tour will end in the Folger Theatre
in Washington
Whitcomb also hopes this tout
will further her career.
“ I’d like to work at Trinity or
some other regional theatre. If that
doesn’t work out, I’ll go to LA and
work in film and television. I know
some people in high places, so
hopefully there’s some skirt-tails I
can jump on!”
Plan to attend Amherst College’s
production o f The Belle o f
Amherst on Monday November
4th. If it’s as delightful and appeal
ing as it’s star, you won’t want to
miss it!

Book Review

C opelston’s A History o f Philosophy:
An Invaluable DWC Study Aid
by Gino F. Bondi, O.P.
A History o f Philosophy; Frederick
Copleston, S.J.; three paperback
tomes containing Volumes I to IX;
Image Books, Garden City, New
York, 1985. $16.95 each.
Begun in 1946, this philosophy
series covers the great thinkers of
Western Civilization from the ear
ly Greeks to Sartre. The first tome
ends with the philosophy o f Suarez,
the second with the philosophy of
Kant, and the third with Sartre.
Each ph ilo so p h er is treated
th o ro u g h ly , w ith a d etailed
biography, an expose o f his
philosophy and critique. Because
one author deals with all these
thinkers, there is a rich study o f the
interaction o f philosophers on each
other. As the citations from critics
and review, given at the beginning,
reveal, this is an unusually compe
tent study. Fr. Copleston has long
been recognized as a m ajor
historian o f philosophy, and an ex
cellent writer.
Obviously, such work is in

valuable for anyone majoring in
philosophy. It contains so much in
formation in one place that a
scholar can complement the
reading o f the philosophers
themselves conveniently. There is
no doubt that this work would be
on the bibliography o f every
philosophy department.
But this work is also valuable for
the student who is taking courses
in philosophy, even if the student
is not a philosophy major. Each
philosopher is treated as a separate
heading, so that if one had to write
a paper on H ume, for example, it
is easy to find all the material for
that paper within five chapters.
This can save a great deal o f time
and provide more solid informa
tion than looking up several books
o f less quality.
Since every Providence College
student has a course in the
Development o f Western Civiliza
tion, this set can be a handy pur
chase or gift for all. As students at
Providence know, this course
spends a great deal o f time on the
Middle Ages, and most o f the stan

dard text books do not provide
much material on the details o f this
period. This philosophy set deals
with many thinkers that are men
tioned and studied in the course on
Western Civilization who are bare
ly mentioned at all in our standard
texts. From this point o f view, this
history will help the students at
Providence College find source
material for papers and tests. An
excellent index at the end o f each
volume will be a quick and conve
nient way o f finding material. In
deed, each index probably will help
with other courses in philosophy
such as logic and ethics.
This set is o f high quality,
reliable information and with a
type of print that is easy on the
eyes. It has enough detail and trivia
to satisfy the mental rumblings of
the philosophy major, and yet,
through the use o f the index, ma
jor points can quickly be found. It
is this arrangement that makes the
collection so useful.
A History o f Philosophy is to be
recommended for every student at
Providence College.

I have just seen Sara Whitcomb in The Belle of Amherst and I want
to express my admiration tor her portrayal of Emily Dickinson. She is
just right. For one thing, she knows how to read a lyric poem.
I might add that she skillfully distinguishes between verse and
prose, bringing both to life with believability. Both director and
actress deserve credit for a gem of a production.
Doris Abransom
Prof. Dramaturgy and Performance
University of Mass.
Amherst

.

TRINITY Continued fro m page 10
tion allows this hilarious black
comedy to drive home a point.”
Kevin Kelly o f the Boston Globe
calls the production “ a savagely
funny onslaught.. Adrian Hall has
directed with the play’s anger effec
tively restrained and, therefore,
highly potent.... The production, in
effect, is perfect.”
And Arthur Friedman o f the
Boston Herald writes that "A drian
Hall’s sharp and snappy produc
tion doesn’t disappoint .The
Trinity cast plays for life not for

laughs-- so the laughs come
naturally.”
The cast o f The Marriage o f
Bette and Boo includes Anne Scurria, B arbara O rson, Richard
Kavanaugh, Deborah Strang, Becca Lish, Richard Ferrone, Keith
Jochim , Geraldine Librandi, Ed
Hall, and David PB Stevens.
For reservations and further in
formation please call the Trinity
Rep Box Office at 351-4244 or visit
the Box Office in the lobby o f the
theatre, 201 Washington Street,
Providence, RI.

LIVE IN
PROVIDENCE
Providence
Performing

Arts
Center

Preview:

A Court-Martial at the Blackfriars
by Alicia Roy
Passion, integrity, and intensity
highlight the opening production of
the Blackfriars Theatre 1985-86
season.
Beginning November 1, The
Caine M utiny Court-Martial will
envelop its audience in a
suspenseful courtroom dram a
which is both gripping and intellec
tually disturbing.
W ritten by Herm an Wouk
(whose TV mini-series, The Winds
o f War, aired in February, 1983)
from his Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel), the p lay reveals the trial of
Lieutenant Stephen Maryk.
As executive officer o f the
destroyer-m inesw eeper U.S.S.
Caine, Lt. Maryk had taken com
mand o f the ship away from its
Captain, Lieutenant Commander
Philip Queeg, at the height o f a
typhoon.
Maryk believed that Queeg’s in-

com petence, if not insanity, would
cause the ship to go down in the
fierce storm.
The issue then becomes whether
or not Maryk was justified in
relieving the captain by invoking
the little-known Article 184 o f the
Navy Regulation under which a
subordinate “ in most unusual and
extraordinary circumstances” is
authorized to replace his comman
ding officer.
Beneath the surface o f the trial
o f Lt. Maryk for mutiny, the ques
tions o f service discipline and the
nature o f authority are also
considered.
Under the direction o f John
Garrity, Director o f the Theatre
Program at Providence College,
this play promises to capture all the
dram a o f a courtroom-- including
a unique victory celebration after
the court martial.
Bill Jacobson, the new technical
director at the Blackfriars Theatre,

is scenery and lighting designer. Bill
received his MFA in scenic design
from Brandeis University and has
been involved with university, pro
fessional, and community theatre
in both Florida and Massachusetts.
David M. Cabral is costume
designer.
Reservations for The Caine
Mutiny Court-Martial may be
made by calling the Blackfriars Box
Office at 865-2218. The Box Office
is located off the rotunda in
Harkins Hall.
For those who wish to purchase
tickets in advance, the Box Office
will be open Monday-Friday from
3:00-4:30 pm, beginning October
28.
Performances will be presented
Friday-Sunday, November 1-10.
Curtain time is at 8 pm on Friday
and Saturday, 2 pm on Sunday.
Ticket prices are $4.00 regular
adm ission
and
$2.00
students/senior citizens.

D A V ID
BRENNER

SPYRO
GYRA

November 1 at 8:00 PM

November 2 at 8:00 PM

TICKETS $13 50 and $ 15.50

TICKETS $12.50 and $14.50

A NIGHT WITH
WBRU
T IC K E T S O N SA LE N O W AT:
PROVIDENCE PAC BOX OFFICE - 421 2787
T1CKETRON OUTLETS
TELETRON (401) 331-0991

brianalden
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza,
Providence. 353-1723. Wed.-Sat.
10:00-5:30 Edna Lawrence: A n A r
tist o f Acclaim Oct. 27-30
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
am-4 pm. Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Love
fo r Antiquity- Selections fro m the
Joukowsky Collection, starts Oct.
12
Boston Museum of Science (617)
723-2500. China: 7000 yrs o f
Discovery thru Dec. 1.
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus. Ex
hibition o f Prints, Paintings,
Sculpture and Photographs by
Wellesly College A rt Faculty, thru
Nov. 1. Mon.-Thur. 9:30am-4:30
pm, 6:30 pm-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30
am-4:00 pm
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 am- 4:00 pm; Sun. 1:00-4:00
pm Admission is $1.50 for adults,
50 cents for senior citizens and
students.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sal. 10:30 am-5:00
pm; Thur. 12:00-9:00 pm; The Art
o f the Dogon: Selections fro m the
Hans Guggenheim Collection thru
Nov. 17. Masterpieces o f Indian
Art, thru March 2, Four Rhode
Island Collectors o f American Folk
Art, thru Nov. 17. Paul StrandTime in New England, thru Nov.
17, Forty-five A lum ni, thru Dec.
29.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.l.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 am-4:00 pm, Sun. 1:00-5:00
pm Japan/Rhode Island Exchange
Exhibit— Paintings fro m Japan,
Oct. 27-Nov. 15; Ice Sculpturing by
Chef Fred T. Faria, Nov. 3 at 2:00
pm.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. R .l. Individual
Arlists Fellowship Exhibition, Oct.
17-Nov. 7; Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am-4:00
pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00 pm; Sun.
2:00-5:00 pm
URI Main Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm, Tues.Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm William Leete:
Paintings in gouache and watercolor O ct. 7-Nov. 1 Gary Perkins:
New York City Sculpture, thru
Nov. 5. David Ketner: Landscape
Notes and Other Drawings. Nov.
4-22.

ON STAGE
P rovidence P erfo rm in g A rts
Center,220 Weybosset S t..P ro 
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor

mation call 421-ARTS. The Magic
o f David Copperfield, Nov. 11 at
5:00 and 8:00 pm; A Chorus Line,
Nov. 24 at 7:00 pm.
The Rhode Island Shakespeare
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre,
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892.
Twilight Time. Every Fri. thru Sun.
at 8:00 pm thru Nov. 10
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
W ashington S t., Providence,
521-1100. Cat on a H ot Tin Roof,
by Tennessee Williams, thru Nov.
3 ,8:00 pm in the upstairs theatre.
The Marriage o f Bette and Boo in
the dow nstairs theatre. Oct.
11-Nov. 10. The Belle o f Amherst.
Nov.4 at 8:00 pm in the upstairs
theatre.
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to
Trinity Rep.
Brown Univ. Theatre, 863-2838.
Top Girls by Caryl Churchill Oct.
24-27, Oct. 31-Nov. 3 at Leeds
Theatre.
C harles St. P layhouse, 250
B oylston S t., Boston, MA
617-267-9022. Greater Tuna, star
ting Oct. 8. Performances Tues.Fri. at 8, Sat. at 6 and 9, Sun. at
3 and 7:30
Roger Williams Park Museum,
785-9450. Inside the Haunted
House by the Gerwick Puppets,
Oct. 31 at 3:30 and 5:00 pm.
Alias Stage 50 Alippo St., Pro
vidence, 521-2312. Tonight We Im
provise by Luigi Pirandello,
Thurs.-Sun. nights at 8 pm Oct.
17-Nov. 10.
The Blackfriars Theatre, Pro
vidence College, 865-2218. The
Caine M utiny Court Martial by
Herman Wouk. Nov. 1-3, 8-10.
URI Theatre, Robert E. Will
T heatre, Fine A rts Center,
792-5921. The Woolgatherer by
William Mastrosimone. Nov. 9 at
8 pm

CONCERTS
Rhode Island Philharmonic 334
Westminster Mall, Prov. 831-3123.
Guest conductor Andrew Massey,
violinist Machie Oguri-Kudo. Nov.
9 at 8:30 pm. Providence Perfor
ming Arts Center 220 Weybosset
St. Providence 421-2997. For ticket
information call 421-ARTS. David
Brenner with special guest Room
ful o f Blues. Nov. 1 at 8:00 pm;
Crystal Gale appears Nov. 10.
Spyro Gyra on Nov. 2 at 8:00 pm.
Providence Public Library presents
Magic Shows for Children, call
521-7722 x 706 or 703 for info.
The Leroy Theatre, 66 Broad St.,
Pawtucket, The Del Fuegos on
Oct. 18, 7:30Call 617-276-2978 for
ticket info.

LECTURES
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum Art o f India: The Jewel
in the Lotus, starting Oct. 2, con
tinuing 10 consecutive Wed. 2-3:30
pm. Subscription only. Call
311-3511 ext. 349.
Brown University Leeds Theatre.
Elizabeth Diggs Lecture, Oct. 31,
4:00 pm.; 8:30-5:00; Michael Price
Lecture Nov. 7, 4:00 pm.

CLUBS
by Jen I.aTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 51bs. Lobster
Raffle
A benefit for the Special
Olympics
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Every Sat. Second Ave
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Every Sunday The Probers
Every Monday Strikeforce
Every Tuesday No Exit &
Foreplay
Every Wednesday Warm Missies
This Thurs.-Sat. The Name
G. Flagg's, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Wed. Oct. 23 Nasty Habits
Gillary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Thurs. Oct. 31 HAIIOWEEN
Party
Fri.& Sat. Oct. 1 & 2 Maynard
Silva
G u lliv er's,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Every Tues. Second Ave.
Every Wed. The Name
Thurs.-Sat. Oct. 31-Nov. 2
Fallen Angel
J.R .'s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Every Wed. Strut
Every Thurs.-Sat. Touch
K irby’s, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield.
231-0230
Every Tues. English
This Tues. Nite O ct. 29
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Every Wed.-Sat. DJ for Dance
Club Every Thurs. Nite is Ladies
N ite
$.50 Drinks 8-10
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
Wed. Oct. 30 Thief & B A T W
Thurs. Oct. 31 Heartfixers
HALLOWEEN PARTY w /
Maynard Silva
Fri. Nov. 1 Hanging Women
Creek
Sat. Nov. 2 Commander Cody &
His Modern Airmen

w/ Jack Smith and Rockabilly
Planet
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Thurs. Oct. 31 HAUNTED
HOUSE PARTY
“ Newspaper Night” Rash of
Stabbings &
Neutral Nation
Fri. Nov. 1 red Hot Chili Pep
pers Critical Few
The One Word
Sat. Nov. 2 Billy Bragg
Sun. Nov. 3 John Bucher Axis
& Mass
Mon. Nov. 4 Raw Power &
Decry & Deicyde
Wed. Nov. 6 The Dead Milkmen
&

The Mosquito
Lupo's, 377 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Every Mon. Rizzz
Every Tues. Tom Keegan & The
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek
Muldoon's Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed.-Sat. Oct. 30-Nov. 2 Finton
Stanely
This Thurs. Oct. 31 HALLO
WEEN PARTY
Best Costume wins $50.00 prize
Sun. Nov. 3 Bob Corey
Periwinkle's, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San
tos R-Rated hypnotist
Every Tues. Flashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every T h u rs. Open Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Review-Professionals

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Sun.-Tues. Return of the Soldier
7:00
& The Shooting Party 9:15
Wed. and Thurs. The Ter
minator &
Return o f the Living Dead
call for further show times

Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
A Question o f Silence 7:15 9:15
Sun. The Dicameron
Call Cinema For Sun. Showtime
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
C om prom ising
P ositions
7:00-9:00
Pee W ee’s Big Adventures
7:00-9:00
The Gods Must Be Crazy
7:15-9:15
All Shows have a Sat.& Sun. 1&3
matinee
& a 1pm. Wed. matinee
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
St. Elmo’s Fire
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:15 9:20
Commando
„
1:20 3:20 5:20 7:20 9:20
Teen Wolf
1:15 3:15 5:15 7:15 9:15
Fight Nite
1:10 3:10 5:10 7:10 9:10
For show times call the theatre.
Showcase C inem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Now showing thru Fri.
M aria—A
True
Story
12:50 7:25 9:50
Jagged
Edge
1:00 7:30 9:55
Remo: The Adventures begins
12:45 7:20 9:40
Silver Bullet
1:15 7:45 10:05
Creepers
1:00 7:20 9:35
Back to the Future
1:45 7:30 9:55
After Hours
1:20 7:40 10:00
Agnes o f God
1:10 7:35 9:45
Com m ing Friday DEATH
WISH &
TO LIVE & DIE IN L.A.
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Commando 1:20 3:20 5:20 7:20
9:20
Kiss o f the Spiderwoman 1:15
4:00 7:15 9:45
Plenty 1:30, 4:15, 7:15, 9:45.

PC Music Program Revised Concert Schedule
F a ll 1 9 8 5
November 17, Sunday, 3 p.m. - Michael Boriskin, Pianist Blackfriars Theatre.
November 24, Sunday, 3 p.m. — Concert by Music Faculty and Students
of Providence College Blackfriars Theatre.

December 8, Sunday, 7:30 p.m. — Christmas Concert, Providence College
Chorus, Providence College Symphonic Band, Blackfriars Theatre.

AL’S LIQUOR STORE

6 9 S Atw ells Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island — 7 S 1 -6 7 4 S

Providing PC community with a wide range of Beers, Wines, and Liquors.
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE • WHY BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD?
T-Shirts - Hats - and Posters also Available • Weekly student specials with /. D.
WE HAVE THE BARRELL FOR YOU
* FREE POSTER WITH AD AND PURCHASE *

Crystal G ayle at P P A C
Crystal Gayle will be appearing
at the Providence Performing Arts
Center in Providence, Sunday,
November 10th.
Combining pop, country and
blues, Crystal is and artist whose
style is hard to categorize and
whose appeal is as diverse as the
voice itself when asked about her
style of music, she replies, “ I never
label my music. I just try to sing
good songs'and hope that as many

people as possible like what they’re
hearing.”
In Providence, Crystal will be
performing songs from her new
album, Nobody Wants To Be
Alone, including her current hit
single, A Long and Lasting Love,
as well as many of her past hits.
As her fans know, and anyone
who sees her will soon find out.
Crystal sings from the heart, and
that’s what great music and perfor
ming are all about.
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The snobs against the slobs

'' C a A d y s k i c k

Saturday
November 2
’64 Hall
7 & 10 p.m.

i nere s sometning runny going on in Washington.

PROTOCOL

Sunday, Nov. 3rd
"64 Hall
8 & 10 p.m.

Popcorn, Soda & Candy
available.
A ll movies $ 1 .0 0

Lecture C om m ittee
p re s en ts ...

“In Search of

★

COFFEEHOUSE ★
in the

t>R{\

Last Resort

L

“Fried
Dough
Night”

A Lecture by
RAY M cN ALLY
Wednesday, October 30th
’64 Hall - 8-10 p.m.
Tickets sold at the door.

w ith “ The A rm strong B ro th e rs "

Tuesday, November 5 • 9 -1 2 p.m.

j i i i i i i i i m i i i m i i m i i i .......

\ S ocial p re sen ts...

HALLOWEEN
MIXER

★ Costum e C o n te s t* =
★ Cash P rizes *
\

featuring...

“The Marsels”
Guest Policy
|
|
S
:
E

Any BO P Mixer, Concert,
or L a st R esort, P C
students must register
guests in advance in BO P
office.

Friday, November 1
9 - 1 p.m.
Full Union
DJ
in

Tickets $ 3 .0 0 a t door
Guests $ 4 .0 0

Alum ni C afeteria

Coming soon...“ M ETRO TO G O " Friday, Nov. 15

|
I
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FEATURES
Meet Father O'Shaughnessy
H e’s Bringing Something Special to
Providence College
by C .W. Grenier
Cosmopolitan is the word to
describe Providence College’s new
Executive Vice President under
Father Cunningham. The Very
Reverend Terence O’Shaughnessy,
O.P.. was chosen this past summer
to be the new Dominican Vice
President.
To the Providence College com
munity has come a man with a dif ferent view on life, a universal
view. Father O ’Shaughnessy has
studied, taught, and directed in
more places in the world then most
others at PC.
Having graduated from P ro
vidence College in 1944, F r.
O ’Shaughnessy proceeded to do his
graduate work at the Dominican
House of Studies in Washington,
D.C., and then at the University of
St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome.
Ordained in 1949 in Washington
D.C., he began his variegated
teaching career at the University of
N otre Dame in S o u th b e n d ,
Indiana.
Teaching at different colleges
th ro u g h
the
years,
Fr.
O ’Shaughnessy finally arrived at
Providence College in 1967. Before
he came to PC, our Vice President
resided in Africa for three years as
the rector for the St. Thomas Na
tional Seminary.
Located in Nairobi, Kenya which
lies in East A frica, Fr.
O ’Shaughnessy ta u g h t in a

seminary on the outskirts of that
major city. Black students of;
philosophy from some twenty-four
different tribes came to Nairobi to
study for the priesthood. This
seminary was so close to the jungle
that some students were even kill
ed by lions and other such
creatures. A truly unique ex
perience, Fr. O’Shaughnessy en
joyed his stay in Africa.
Some o f his most pleasant
memories, Fr. O ’Shaughnessy
reflected, emanate from the years
that he spent at the CatholicUniversity of America as its
Chaplain. These five years were
filled with enjoyable and rewarding
times. In 1975, under Pope Paul
VI, he was the Assistant General
Secretary o f the Holy Year.
O f all of the events and journeys
that" Fr. O ’Shaughnessy has en
countered, one stands asunder
from the rest as being truly unique
and exclusive. For five years, bet
ween 1971 and 1976, the Reverend
Terence O 'Shaughnessy resided in
Vatican City as a correspondent in
the English language section o f the
Secretariat o f State’s office. His
duty was to respond in English to
anyone who wrote the Holy Father
a letter. Because the Pope spoke
and wrote in Italian, he was unable
to answer the inquires of people
from the United States, Canada,
A ustralia, New Zealand, the
Phillipines, and others. This must
have been a truly fascinating

assignment. His stories on the issue
are also fascinating. As Father
himself explains, “ There were hap
py times and there were many sad
ones too.”
In 1982 he was named PriorPastor of Saint Pius Church on
Eaton Street where he remained
until 1985 when he was named Ex
ecutive Vice President o f Pro
vidence College.
Fr. O ’Shaughnessy was the
hand-picked: choice o f our
President.
Just prior to the new Vice Presi
dent's administration, Father Cun
ningham revised the job speculations for that position. More em
phasis was placed upon the Ex
ecutive Vice President’s position as
an administrator answering directly
to the President in all matters of
Vice Presidential affairs.
Fr. O’Shaughnessy truly enjoys
his work here at Providence Col
lege but he explains that it took
much persuading on his part to
convince the parishioners at Saint
Pius to release him from pastoral
duties.
At 63 years-old he is back to the
institution which gave him his start
in the world of religious matters
that has taken him to countless
parts of the world.
Fr. O ’Shaughnessy’s travels and
experiences have given him a truly
universal view of the affairs in the
world. Having seen and experienc
ed so many aspects of life and

Witches, Ghosts and Goblins
What Does Halloween Really Mean?
by Louis Pagliarini
As the days grow colder and
pumpkins can be seen adorn ing
windows all over cam pus, we are
rem inded o f the com ing o f
Halloween.
Although most people par
ticipate in at least some o f the
Halloween traditions such as trickor-treating, making a scarecrow, or
d eco ratin g pum pkins (jack-

o ’lanterns), most are not very
familiar with the historical origins
o f Halloween.
The word Halloween is derived
from the combination o f All
H allow s and Evening. It is
celebrated on October 31; the night
for trick-or-treating.
Both the Roman and Druid
cultures’ beliefs of certain gods’
have given birth to some modern
Halloween rituals. The Roman

Goddess Pamona, who is symboliz
ed by the apple, represents all
knowledge both good and evil.
Beldane, the Druid (Celtic) god
o f light and life, and Selmane, the
Celtic god of darkness and death,
each made contributions to the for
ming o f common Halloween
practices.
The Druids realized that it was
necessary to deal with the dark side
o f things. Through bringing evil
out into the open and facing it head
on they could more easily deal with
it and laugh at it. It was these Celtic
beliefs which sowed the seeds of the
jack-o’lantern and Halloween
costume making.
Every individual has a shadowside which contains those negative
feelings buried deep within one’s
unconscious. This shadow-side
makes up that part of an individual
that does not live up to potential.
Evil, then, is com posed o f
undeveloped goodness.
One symbol o f our shadow-side
which becomes popular around the
time o f Halloween is the witch. She
represents the dark side of the soul.
The scarecrow originates from a
ceremony in which the grain of god
was killed to symbolize that death
is a part of everyone’s life.
The two days which follow All
Hallows evening also hold special
m eaning. All S aints Day
(November 1) celebrate the holiness
o f all who are in harmony with
God. It ’s a celebration of each in
dividual’s pricelessness.
On Nov. 2, All Souls Day, is a
day o f prayer for the cleansing of
souls. It offers people an oppor
tunity to work out the kinks in their
relationships.
Now that you know a little more
about the history o f the day, have
a HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

Father O ’Shaughnessy is the new Executive Vice President under
Father Cunningham. He brings to this office the knowledge and exp e riences which he has acquired through his travels across the land.
religion, he brings to PC a diver
sified authority.
A Catholic college or a city
parish is merely a microcosm of the
happiness and hardships which
happen in the world everyday.
Most priests never experience much
m ore than a few o f these
microcosms.

Fr. O ’Shaughnessy has, "By the
will o f the Order” seen the world
as one—th e m ultitude o f
microcosms. A very amiable and
interesting man, he is well worth
getting to know. Don’t wait too
long though-- he may be off again
and the chance to meet him will be
missed.

Thought fo r the Week:
" T h e truth knocks on the door
and you say, 'Go away, I’m looking
for the truth,' and so it goes away.
Puzzling."
Robert M. Pirsig(1928-)

“Baseball, Hotdogs, Apple Pie
and Chevrolet” Do Not Hit
Home in Spain
Editor's note: The following is the
third in a series o f articles written
by PC seniors about their junior
year experiences abroad.

by Marie L. DeMaio
When asked about my European
experience, many cities, people,
and travel experiences come to
mind. Eating my way through
Paris, France and shopping my
way through Florence, Italy are
two highlights o f my semester
there.
Aside from all the tourist attrac
tions, carnivals, festivals, and
beautiful scenery, I experienced
something that you can’t purchase,
eat or really see. I experienced some
o f the attitudes and views o f many
European people towards the
United States and our President.
President Reagan visited
Madrid, Spain this past May. Dur
ing the P resident’s visit the
demonstrations were unbelievable
in my eyes. The demonstrations
consisted of thousands o f people
chanting, "Reagan get out!” and
burning th e A m erican flag.

Everywhere one looked, posters of
Reagan portrayed as Hitler, flyers,
and newspaper articles flooded the
m edia. Som e o f my fellow
American friends were harassed
while studying for an exam at the
Prado Museum in Madrid.
While traveling through Europe
via the European train system,
backpackers were highly visible.
After meeting many Canadians
during my travels, I finally asked
why they had sewn the Canadian
flag on the back o f their
backpacks. The answers which I
received were,“ Well, we don’t
w ant to be m istaken for
Americans.”
These two incidents opened my
eyes to the attitude towards the
“ American image” . My European
experience was wonderful in the
fact that I came home with many
different purchases, stories and ex
periences. Besides coming home to
the Visa and American Express
bills and my family, I came home
a bit more aware o f the impact the
United States has on some o f the
European people and how a world
power is viewed in their eyes.
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Shopping for Yourself or for Gifts... Warwick
and RI Mails Offer a Lot!
by Liz Gambuto
The two more prominent malls
in Rhode Island are Warwick Mall
and the Rhode Island Mall. They
are located less than a mile apart
and it is often difficult to decide at
which one to shop.
Being a RI resident, I never real
ly thought about the similarities or
differences between the two malls.
However, simply out o f habit, I
almost always went to Warwick
Mall. When I went to both malls
this week to write this article I was
very surprised to discover that the
RI Mall is really very nice and that
it also resembles Warwick Mall.
Both malls are open from 9:00
am-10:00 pm. Monday through
Saturday and on Sunday from
noon until 5:00 pm.
The people who frequent these
places are as diverse as the shops
which fill them. Early in the mor
ning there are many elderly people
strolling through the stores or just
sitting and conversing with others
in the center o f the m all. There are
also women shopping during this
time and into the afternoon.

Decause it was recently renovated.
Previously called Midland Mall,
this shopping center had an " old”
look to it and its business had drop
ped. The changes took place
gradually so that they would not
have to completely close down.
Since the reconstruction a year
ag o , RI M all has attracted
numerous, if not as many or more
people than Warwick Mall. Some
outstanding features of RI Mall are
a fountain in the center of the mall,
which is continually running,
directly in front o f a lighted glass
elevator. The central fountain con
tains a striking replica o f the Ind e p e n d e nce Man which stands on
the top o f the State House in Pro
vidence. This model was con
structed as a commemoration of
the nation’s bicentennial in 1976.
Warwick Mall has more major
department stores than RI Mall. G.
Fox and Sears form the extremities
o f RI Mall, but aside from these
two, the other stores are individual
specialty shops. Warwick Mall of
fers Filene’s and Jordan Marsh as
its anchor stores as well as JC Pen
ney, Caldor, and Woolworth’s.
The quality department stores,

The Rhode Island Mall, previously called Midland Mall, was recent
ly renovated and now attracts many shoppers. (Cowl photo by Chris
Sahagian)
At night the malls are rather
however, are G. Fox, Filene’s, and
empty with the exception o f Friday
Jordan Marsh; however, their
and Saturday nights. On these two
prices are much higher than the
evenings, the shopping centers are
other establishments.
filled with young teenagers, usual
If you happen to get hungry after
ly referred to as " teeny-boppers” ,
all that shopping or browsing, both
who are dropped off virtually
malls offer many different kinds of
without money, except perhaps
small food shops as well as
with some change to spend in the
restaurants. Warwick Mall has a
arcade.
Nature’s Food Center which is fill
The RI Mall may be somewhat
ed with nutritious dried fruits and
more attractive than Warwick Mall
nuts. Although RI Mall does not

have anything comparable to this,
they have Orange Julius which
specializes in unique and
wholesome drinks.
Newport Creamery and Fanny
Farmer Candy are popular spots in
both malls for ice cream (as well as
lunch) and delicious sweets, respec
tively. RI Mall has a Swiss Colony
Cheese Store and similarly War
wick Mall has a Hickory Farms.
These stores provide a variety of
cheeses, crackers, and meats.
York Steak House is a promi
nent and quality restaurant found
in Warwick Mall. They have a
variety o f dinners, salads, desserts,
and drinks.
A last food feature worth men
tioning is Baskin Robbins Ice
Cream in RI Mall. If the regular
flavors at Newport Creamery do
not satisfy you, Baskin Robbins
gives you a wide choice o f unusual
flavors.
As far as music is concerned the
malls are almost even on that score.
Midland Records in RI Mall is the
same type o f store as the Century
Disc Shop in Warwick Mall;
perhaps Radio Shack in RI Mall is
a little more prestigious than
Tweeter, etc. in Warwick Mall
which sells stereos, radios, and ac
cessories. RI Mall does contain
Lindbergs which offers pianos,
organs, and other musical in
struments and arrangements,
The main focus o f the malls is
the assortment of clothing and shoe
stores. RI Mall features: Ormonds,
Stuarts, The Weathervane, Brooks,
and Foxmore for women and the
Squire Shop and The Casual Male
for men. There also is a Levis store
in that mall which attracts everyone

Paralleling this mixture, War
wick Mall presents: Casual Corner,
Ups n' Downs, Susie’s Casuals, On
Stage, Lerner’s, and again, Foxmore for the female consumer and
The Gentry Shop exclusively for
the fashionable male. Anderson
Little and W allachs Inc. in the
Warwick Mall offer a more refin
ed and mature look for both men
and women.
Another outstanding store in
Warwick Mall is Ann Taylor Sport
swear. However, RI Mall has
Bride’s Showcase which does not

Restaurants on Review
The Little Inn: A Place all Will Enjoy
by Anne C. D'Andrea and David
V. Ring
The Little Inn, located off of Rt.
44 West in Johnston, is an ideal
spot for PC students to enjoy a
delicious meal at an equally
palatable price.
We were seated with no wait in
a beautiful colonial-style dining

room, complete with a roaring
fireplace.
We began our dinner with ap
petizers from the Inn’s very exten
sive menu. We chose baked stuff
ed mushrooms and fried moz
zarella en carroza. The mushrooms
were stuffed with a perfectly
seasoned spinach mixture and were
piping hot and very tasty.

The Little Inn in Johnston is a quaint and cozy restaurant which of
fers good food at a reasonable price. Keep it in mind for Parents’
Weekend! (Cowl photo by Chris Sahagian)

The fried mozzarella en carroza
was a disappointment. It was overfried and not a very generous por
tion. Mixed green salad and Italian
bread were included with the din
ner. This part o f our meal was also
lacking. The bread was cold and
slightly stale. The salad was fresh
but could have used more tomato
and cucumbers to liven it up. The
creamy Italian house dressing was
a very delicate blend o f herbs and
spices which we would have en
joyed more on a better salad.
Our main courses, however,
were served piping hot and more
than made up for the disappointing
appetizers. We chose veal saltimbocca (veal wrapped in proscuitto
and cheese in a mushroom sauce)
with maccaroni, and chicken a la
parmigiana, with spaghetti. Both
meals were excellent. The portions
were very large and well-prepared.
The chocolate mousse pie was
the pinnacle o f the meal. It was a
sinfully fatten in g com bo o f
chocolate mousse in a chocolate
crumb crust with fresh whipped
cream topping. Excellent! The
piece was large enough to be
shared.
Our waitress was very pleasant
and efficient, which made the meal
that much more enjoyable.
Our meal, including tips and
drinks came to $38.00 which is
quite reasonable by today’s stan
dards. Keep the Little Inn in mind
for Parent’s Weekend.
Parents will love the price and all
well love the food!

bear a resemblance to anything in
Warwick Mall. One can find semiformal dresses and formal gowns,
as well as wedding dresses, in a
wide variety of styles and colors.
The shoe stores in both malls are
almost exactly the same and, the
department stores bordering the
malls also contain extensive shoe
selections.
A few miscellaneous stores are
Kay Bee Toys (found in both), a
Pipe Den in RI Mall equalled by
Perkin’s Tobacco in Warwick
Mall, and Alladin’s Castle Arcade,
in both, which is frequented by the
previously mentioned " teenyboppers".
Also, there are major jewelers
such as Tilden-Thurber in the RI
Mall and Stowell Jewelers in War
wick Mall as well as small (and

Cart which sells buttons (pins),
posters, unprecedented cards,
stuffed animals, costumes, or tren
dy jewelry, and other small but
unusual items.
There are some features of each
mall which seem to made it stand
out. The Warwick Mall has a
cinema o f three theatres which runs
popular movies at the fairly stan
dard price of four dollars after 6:00
pm . The RI Mall has a place call
ed the Underground Camera which
has everything one would need or
want to accompany a camera. This
mall also contains a pet store which
is one o f my favorite places in the
RI Mall. They have many adorable
puppies, kittens, rabbits, parrots,
parakeets, fish, hamsters, gerbils,
and turtles. Often there will be a

Warwick Mall boasts many major department stores such as Jordan
Marsh, Filene’s, G. FOx and J.C. Penney. (Cowl photo by Chris
Sahagian)
more inexpensive) jewelery shops,
one of which is Deerfield Crafts in
the Warwick Mall. This is located
in front o f Jordan Marsh, and it
has many unique earrings,
bracelets, barrettes, necklaces,
comber, etc. made from shells,
silver, brass, crystal or an assort
ment o f beads which are at very
reasonable prices. The Warwick
Mall has Waldenbrooks and the RI
Mall has Brookland Inc., they both
have a CVS and Hallmark Card
Shops. The Warwick Mall has an
interesting booth called Ah-La-

puppy or two free in the store who
are elated over the attention they
receive.
The Warwick Mall and The RI
Mall are perhaps thirty minutes
away from PC. They are very com
parable in respect to the variety and
number of stores they offer. If you
cannot find what you’re looking
for in the Warwick Mall then most
likely the RI Mall will have it (or
vice versa) and they are so close
that it is well worth your time to see
both.

A Healthy Attitude
An example o f this is found in
the cooking o f vegetables, which
may destroy the vitamins they con
tain. It is a good idea to cook
vegetables for a short period of
time, in as little water as possible
to preserve their vitamins.
A delicious way to cook
vegetables, healthily, is to stir fry
them in a wok. Use a little
vegetable oil and fry them for
about a minute. Or better yet—eat
them raw.
For those of you who live on
campus, take advantage of the
salad bar. Choose a variety of
vegetables, especially dark green
leafy ones. Fresh spinach and broc
coli are far better choices than the
canned green beans and starchy
corn served with the meals.
Another example o f how cook
ing adversely effects bioavailability is in well-done meat. Amino
acids, the building blocks of pro
tein form undigestible complexes
when over-cooked.

by Nicki Hronjak
I introduced the subject o f
bioavailability last week. The term
is used to describe the amount for
a specific nutrient that can be ab
sorbed and used in the body. In
terms o f good health, the issue is
important.
I have explained the effects of
food combinations on nutrient ab
sorption. Another factor that af
fects b io availablity is food
processing.
The purposes of food processing
are to preserve foods and change
them to forms that are suitable for
eating. In some instances this
results in a more nutritious and
digestible product.
Unfortunately, the results aren’t
always beneficial. According to the
experts at the Nutrition Research
Center at Tufts University, impor
tant nutrients are frequently
removedduringprocessing.

T*l (401) 273-4410
S ie a x S ltfc u e t.
U N ISEX HAIR SALON
861 Douglas Av«.
ProvM onco, R '.

Guys C uts

$goo
Wash & Blow Dry

Perms

Hours:
Gals

$31

*1 2

Blow Dry

W^sl) - Cui
BlowDrj

Tues.-Wed.
10am-6 pm
Thurs.-Fri.
9 am-8 pm
Saturday
9 am-6 pm

TAN YOUR BODY
12 Visits Only $30.00
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Yes, Seniors, There is Life After College...
and Placem ent A ssistance and C areer Services C an H elp
by Beverly Connolly

Senior year at Providence Col
lege can be an important time for
many students. Seniors must start
thinking o f their life after college.
Upon leaving the security o f PC
and entering the real world, some
students choose to go on to further
ed u c a tio n , som e choose the
religious life, and some choose to
start families, but the majority of
students decide to start a career.
For those students seeking career
opportunities, searching for and
obtaining the desired job can be a
challenging experience. In finding
the career that is best suited for the
individual there are various steps
one should take.
Matching Your Talents
The job search should include
not only finding out what a job has
to offer you, but also what you can
contribute to that particular job.
You should in no way limit your
job search opportunities because of
your chosen major. Even though
you may have majored in a par
ticular field, you still may have
enough credits in another field to
explore an aspect o f that job
market. Your major is much less
important to the interviewer than
the skills you as an individual can
offer the company.
Each student has a variety of
skills which he or she can con
tribute to those companies offering
jobs. These skills are not necessari
ly technical, like typing, but human
skills such as empathy, honesty,
and ambition. Most students have
more o f these skills than they
choose to believe. You should
focus on and try to emphasize these
skills when searching for the right
job. Try to find the job that’s com
patible to your individual needs.

However, in order to set up an
interview, a process called bidding
is used. Students get a certain
number o f points and bid to get a
desired interview.
This lets those students who are
truly interested in employment with
that company get interviews. It also
attempts to prevent those students
who just want the practice of be
ing interviewed from wasting the
time o f the employees and other
students.
On-campus interviewing only
represents a small portion o f the
job market. The high cost o f con
ducting this type o f interview
prevents many companies from
participating.
Remember, just because you fail
to get an interview on-campus with
a company of interest to you,
doesn’t mean you should give up.
Only a small percentage of students
can be interviewed on campus and
an even smaller percent get hired.
Therefore most students seek inter
views with some of the same com

panies on their own.
Interviews On Your Own
Trying to obtain an interview on
your own shows great initiative,
desire, and enthusiasm. These are
some of the positive skills for which
companies look in potential
employees.
This demonstrates to the inter
viewer that you really want the job
and are willing to go out your way
to obtain it. You actually display
the qualities that are d esirable. It
is these skills that will make you
stand out. It shows the interviewer
that you are not just any student,
but that you have something special
about you.
An interviewer may get several
students that majored in your field.
What makes you s o different than
any o f the others? This is where
those personal skills fit in. Not only
do you have a degree, but the per
sonality as well. Emphasize and
make clear your positive qualities.
Each of us have them, we just must

learn to identify and use them to
our potential.
Placement Assistance and
Career Services
The Placement Assistance and
Career Services, located in lower
Slavin Room 105, is extremely
helpful to those students starting
the job search process. Seniors
receive a package over the summer
about the Services. It describes all
the various orientation programs to
educate the student on how to go
about a job search. Students con
stantly receive flyers and reminders
in their mailboxes throughout the
year. This helps to keep the
students well informed on such
events as on-campus interviews,
workshops, and career fairs.
The Services also has a variety of
informational booklets that will
answer any questions you may
have. For these and for additional
information students should see
Mr. McGrath whose office is
located in the Job Placement
Services.

TUNNELS

The director of
“The French Connection”
is back on the street again.
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Job interviews on-campus are
usually, but not necessarily, held
during the second semester senior
year. Companies come to campus
to interview potential candidates
for jobs. Seniors are notified of
these interviews through their
mailboxes.

BEWARE
THE

A Federal Agent is dead.
A killer is loose.
And the City of Angels
is about to explode.

Informational Interview
The student should do some ex
ploring to find out about potential
careers. An informational inter
view is an interesting and educating
way to gather information.
To go about this you should
identify your strengths in different
areas and seek to talk to someone,
who has established a career in
your desired field o f interest. The
best place to start with is your own
family. You may have an uncle or
cousin who is involved in an area
o f interest to you.
Next you should try to seek out
friends, alumni, and even strangers
who may be able to assist you.
Contact companies involved in the
field and ask to set up informa
tional interviews. Most companies
will be glad to help. If not keep try
ing; persistence is another desirable
skill employers admire.
When conducting the interview,
the student should ask about dif
ferent requirements, aspects, and
events involved in that field. Then
let your interviewer know your
areas of interests, capabilities, and
skills. By doing this they will be
able to tell you how you would fit
into such a job. You may turn out
to be a good candidate, or the job
may not be what you had expected
it to be. You may be referred to
another person who may be able to
answer any additional questions
you may have.
By conducting informational in
terviews you can learn a great deal
about different fields which will
help you to select the right job in
terviews for you.

Alumni Profile Program
The Job Placement Services is
also hoping to start an alumni pro
file program. This program would
supply the student with informa
tion about different careers and
areas o f interest that are supplied
by Providence College alumni. This
program which should be quite suc
cessful will be starting in a few
months.
The last year o f college may be
one o f both anticipation and excite
ment. However, students need not
worry. About ninety-nine percent
o f college gradua tes obtain jobs
within one year of graduation and
through a proper job search it can
be the best job suited for y o u .
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Junior Ring
Weekend
Limo Raffle
•

Go to the Formal with Class

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE VETERANS’
MEMORIAL CEREMONY
•

R a ffle tick ets o n sale in L o w er Slavin
fro m W ed n esd ay , O cto b er 29 to
T h u rsd a y , N o v em b er 7
10:00 a .m . to 3:00 p .m .
P rice: 1 ch an ce fo r $2.00
3 chances fo r $5.00
Sponsored by the Knights o f Columbus

MARY E.
BATASTINI

THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ROTC DEPARTMENT
W ILL HOLD THE ANNUAL VETERANS' MEMORIAL
CEREMONY ON WEDNESDAY 6 NOVEMBER 1985 AT
2:45 PM AT THE GROTTO. THE CEREMONY W ILL IN
CLUDE THE NATIONAL ANTHEM, TAPS, A RIFLE
SALUTE, AN INVOCATION, BENEDICTION AND
VARIOUS REMARKS. FOLLOWING THE OBSER
VANCE AT PROVIDENCE COLLEGE, ANOTHER BRIEF
CEREMONY W ILL BE HELD AT THE M AJ EDMUND
HORNSTEIN MEMORIAL AT CHALKSTONE AND
MOUNT PLEASANT AVENUES. THE ENTIRE PRO
VIDENCE COLLEGE COMMUNITY IS INVITED TO A T
TEND BOTH OF THESE MEMORIAL CEREMONIES.

P rovipence College
CLASS OF 1987

192 Eaton Street

Candidate for
8th District
CONSTITUTIONAL
INVENTION DELEGATE

★ EDUCATION: BA - Political Science; MA - Education
3 0 credits — Advanced Studies
★ EXPERIENCE: Vice Chairman 1980 Providence City Charter
Commission.
★ COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Former teacher - St. Augustine
School, St. Pius Athletic Assoc.'— 12 years Elmhurst Neigh
borhood Asso., R.l. COuncil of Teachers of English - Classical
High School Parents' Asso., Coach for R.l. Academic Decathlon.
SAMPLE BALLOT
NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

NAME

B A S T A S T IN I

NAME
V

— The Right Move —

3 ACROSS & 2 DOWN
NOVEMBER 5
Paid Political Advertisement

NAME

FINAL RING PAYMENTS DUE
WEDNESDAY* THURSDAY
NOV. 6+7
10:00am - 3 “00pm
SLAVIN CENTER,RM.I02

----------- jOSTENS-----------
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W om en’s X-C Places 4th
by Pauline Weller
The Big East Cross Country
Championship held at Franklin
Park last Saturday, provided tough
competition for the Lady Friars.
Yet they finished in 4th place—
their most successful showing in
years.
Boston College won the meet
with 35 points, Villanova and
Georgetown finished 2nd and 3rd
respectively.
Tricia Logan just keeps getting
better. Her 4th place finish was her
most outstanding performance so
far this season. The Franklin Park
Course is challenging with its ab
sorbent surface and many hills, her
time o f 18:41 is impressive.
Tina Maloney was PC's second
runner. Her time o f 19:08 earned
her a 16th place finish in the race.
She missed Big East Honors by I
place. Though Maloney did not run
up to her potential her attitude is
unyielding. We look forward to a
strong performance from her later
this week.

Nicki Hronjak ran to a disap
pointing 28th place with a time of
19:57. She should-after having
undergone a successful attitude ad
justment on Saturday-run much
better this week.
I do have some good news.
Cheryl McGowan and Maura
Frame displayed raw courage and
determination to finish within a se
cond of each other. Their respec
tive times of 20:09 and 20:10 earn
ed them 32nd and 33rd places.
Cheryl Smith was another run
ner who suffered from the bear-onthe back syndrome which infected
some of our top runners. Her time
o f 20:31 earned her 39th place in
the race.
Jessie Cancro finished in the top
50. Her time o f 2 1 minutes earned
her a 49th place. Wendy Bruer and
Janet Magner finished together in
60th and 6 1st place with respective
times of 21:41 and 21:46.
We will return to the course once
again this Saturday to compete in
the New England Championships;
with a vengeance. Look out.

South to come back home to New
England and is in battle with
Syracuse for the recruits at this
time.
Finally, Syracuse, a tennis power
in the North East for many years
has said that Providence is in
strong consideration for the “ Unity
C lassic”
tournam ent
next
September at Syracuse. The tour
nament bid would, be a sign of
recognition o f the great strides the
Ladies’ tennis program has made
the last two years.
All signs point to continued
growth and recognition for Lady
Friars tennis. As Phillips the cur
rent New Orleans Saints Football
coach used to say in reference to his
former team the Houston Oilers,
“ W'e’ve arrived at the door of
greatness, now all wehave to do is
kick the door in."
Final Standings
Syracuse 63
Boston College 53
Georgetown 38
Providence College 32
Seton Hall 17
Connecticut 16
Villanova 14
St. Johns 10
Pittsburgh 7

Field Hockey Wins Two
Intramural Athletic Notes
1. The Winner’s of the Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament
Jim Brine and Sue Gillespie
defeated
Mike Cooper and Mary McFadden
The Second Mixed Doubles Tournament will begin on October 28.
2. 3 on 3 Basketball
Games are taking place on Monday and Thursday afternoons in the Bagley Arena.
3. Intramural Ice Hockey and Intramural Volleyball will be starting soon.
The start o f the Intramural Co-ed Volleyball season has been slated for Nov. 17.
Intramural Ice Hockey for Men A and B Leagues and Women’s League will begin November 4.

by Maria Allegro
Last week the Lady Friar field
hockey team hosted a strong
Southern Illinois team. The Lady
Friars went on to beat the
“ Salukis” 2-0. The strong attack
led by sophomores Marlene Ricci
and Ellen Elcock dominated the se
cond half of play when the Lady
Friars scored their two goals. The
steady defense let up only five cor
ner hits throughout 70 minutes of
play. Freshman goalie Sandra
O ’Gorman recorded another shut
out.
The Ladies then hosted their
cross town rivals Brown Universi
ty. The score was tied at one at the
end of the first half. The Pro

vidence goal was scored by Elcock
at 5:49 into the game. Brown
rallied back and scored at 13:25 to
tie the game.
Both teams battled throughout
the second half until Michele Ricci
sent a pass to Captain Patty
Hanlon who blasted a shot past the
Brown goal keeper to seal the win
for the Providence team. Freshman
Maura “ Guch” Harrigan record
ed another win.
Sunday, Nov. 3 at 1:00 pm the
Lady Friars will end their regular
season play against Colgate Univer
sity. The team and Coach " Beam
Me Up” Gladu is very optimistic
for an invitation to the ECAC post
season tournament.

% with the finest
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you’re a college freshman,
sophom ore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-camptis
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a m onth during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove your
self amongst the best and start off
making from $ 17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you m easure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi- |
cer Commissioning Programs.

Freshmen, Sophomores___ This is not an R.O.T.C. Program.
If you think you have what
it takes to be an Officer of Marines, see Captain Conti in the Slavin Center, Tuesday
and Wednesday, the 5th and 6th of November, from 10:00-2:00, or call collect

(617) 451-3012

T h e C o w l, O c to b e r 3 0 , 1 9 8 5

A Farewell to Baseball

This Week in Sports
Volleyball vs. Cleveland St. at URI

Emptying Out the sports locker
o f My Mind (with respect to Bob
Ryan).
Now that baseball season has
joyfully come and painfully gone
away for another year I would like
to take this time to pass on a few
o f my own recollections o f the pass
ing year.
What would the Mets have been
like if Sid Finch had turned out to
be real?
Has it occurred to anyone else
that in spite of his intense love of
the sport, Pete Rose is nothing

Greg
Corcoran
more than a glorified, selfish
singles hitter. For years he has
covered this with an all encompass
ing " if I get on base we may win
the game.” In his defense it was
good to see him tie the record in a
game that had none o f the trapp
ings of fame, i,e, hordes of media,
sold out Riverfront Park, even
more media hype. Instead it was
just a regular game with no im
mediate importance other than the
standings.
Nothing was so satisfying to a
die-hard Red Sox fan such as
myself to see the St. Louis C ar
dinals lose game seven with two
successive old-time Sox pitchers on
the mound. Between John Tudor
and Bill Campbell the entire nation

got a chance to see why the Red
Sox will never win a World
Championship.
Why do they call it a World
Championship when only two
countries are involved?
Would Reagan have called up
Toronto if they had won?
Speaking o f Reagan, I enjoyed
Reagan’s attempts at deceiving the
American public by pretending that
he had been following them all
sum m er long. Dick Howser
deserves a commendation for look
ing interested as Reagan rambled
on even after Howser tried to end
the conversation.
Dsvight Gooden, the man who
was hit sooo hard by the
sophomore jinx, has gone home
this summer with the intent of lear
ning three new pitches including a
slow curve. Will anyone ever get
another hit o ff this man if he is
successful?
This has nothing to do with
baseball but I think that Tom Ar
cher deserves some notice for his
work as the color man for WDO M
He is knowledgeable and possesses
some good insights about the game
that both inform and heighten a
novices’ appreciation o f the game.
In the last hockey game we saw
two different Terreri’s. While wat
ching the game at someone’s house
we concluded that the one who
showed up for the first half o f the
game was not recovering from his
saves as well as he did last year.
However, in the last half he was
springing up from the ice the way
we had become accustomed to.

Student Coupon Redemption Tickets
*Event*
Coupons Redeemed
Lowell (H) 11/02/85......................October 29, 30, 31; November 1
Puerto Rico (B) 11/ 19 /8 5........................ November13, 14, 15, 18
New Hampshire (H) 11/2 2 /8 5.................... November 18, 19, 20, 21
Assumption (B) 11/2 3 /8 5 .............................November 19, 20. 21, 22
Richmond (B) 11/26 /8 5 ............................... November 20. 2 1, 22, 25
Michigan Tech (H) 11/29/85
Novem ber 21. 22, 25, 26
Michigan Tech (H) 11/30/85...................... November 21, 22, 25. 26
Northeastern (B) 12/02/85.......................... November 21, 22, 25, 26
Lowell (H) 12/03/85..................November 22, 25, 26; December 2
Brown (B) 12/04/85...................... November 25, 26; December 2, 3
Denver (H) 12/06/85........................................... December 2, 3, 4, 5
Denver (H) 12/07/85...........................................December 3, 4, 5, 6
Rhode Island (B) 12/07/85............
December 3, 4, 5, 6
Maine (B) 1 2 /11/8 5........................................... December 5, 6, 9, 10

Racquetball Ties N .U .
by Michael Tetrault
The 1985-86 PC Racquetball
team began its season by tying Nor
theastern University in a meet on
Sunday, October 26. The following
single players won their matches:
Linda Belnger, Catherine Fritz,
Kris Lynch, Bill Dwyer and Lynn
Terracino. In doubles the follow
ing teams won: Catherine Fritz and
Kris Lynch; Linda Belanger and
Lynn Terracino; and Bill Dwyer
and Joe Fonsled.
PC will face Northeastern again
next Sunday at Northeastern.
Coach Hollis Gates expects the
team to win by a wide margin

because more top seeded players
will compete in the meet than last
Sunday. Many o f the team’s top
players were absent from the Oc
tober 26 meet because they were
competing in the Halloween Classic
Racquetball Tournament at the
Playoff Club in Warwick. At the
Halloween Classic, Lisa O’brien
won the consolation bracket in the
women’s novice division. Linda
Belanger placed first and Lynn Ter
racino placed second in the
women’s “ B” division. Belanger
and Terracino also placed first in
the women’s doubles division.
Finally, Garret Silvia placed first in
the men’s “ D” division.

New England
Championships
by Paul Weller
It's highly likely that PC will face
its toughest task of the year thus far
at the New England Cross Coun
try Championships this weekend.
They come head to head for the
first time this fall with Boston
University, a cross country power
that is currently placed 2nd in the
NCAA National poll. At the time
of writing PC was ranked 6th by
the NCAA’s and are under threat
o f losing the New England Crown
for the first time in thirteen years!
Heading the BU team is Dean
Crowe, a world class 5000 meters
runner who recently placed 8th in
the World Cup 5000 meters in
Canberra, Australia. He is backed

by Erik Hansen, the Norwegian
senior cross country champion and
Olle Nakkim, a two time AllAmerican at cross country.
PC will look to Senior Captain
Andy Ronan to lead their charge.
Ronan captained the Irish Junior
team at the World Cross Country
Championships in Madrid two
years ago, individually finishing
14th. Eddie Hanratty and Mike
Capper will hopefully provide a
counter-attack to the BU men.
Hanratty represented Ireland at the
World Championships in New
York last year finishing 21st, while
Capper was 4th in the European
Junior 5000 meters in Vienna
representing Great Britain.
An excellent race is in prospect!!
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...5:00 pm

Friday, Nov. 1

Men's Hockey vs. Lowell

Saturday. Nov. 2
........ 7:30 pm
2:00 pm
..............1:00 pm
............. 2:00 pm
............4:00 pm
............ 7:30 pm
............. 1:30 pm

Men's Cross Country New Englands at Franklin Park
Women's Cross Country New Englands at Franklin Park
Volleyball vs. George Washington University at URI
Football at Stonehill
Women's Soccer vs. Boston College

Sunday, Nov. 3
............. 1:00 pm
1:00 pm
11:00 am
7:30 pm

Field Hockey vs. Colgate
Women's Rugby vs. Brown
Tuesday, Nov. 5
Men's Hockey at Boston College
Wednesday, Nov 6

..............4:30 pm
Women's Rugby vs. Bryant

Hockey Friars Win Opener
Sullivan Tallies Winner Against U NH
by Pat Nero
The Providence College men’s
hockey team opened their 1985-86
season with an exciting, come from
behind 5-4 victory over the Univer
sity o f New Hampshire Friday
night. The Friars overcame a 4-2
deficit to edge the Wildcats before
a sellout crowd at UNH ’s Snively
Arena.
Sophomore Gord Cruicshank
scored the Friars first goal o f the
game and season when he took a
pass from Rene Boudreault and
slipped the puck past UNH goalie
Greg Rota just minutes into thefirst period. The lead however did
not last long as the Cats received
a power play goal from Steve
Leach at 9:23 o f the period. Artie
Yeomolakis put PC back on top at

13:59 on an assist from Shawn
Whitham. New Hampshire once
again answered quickly when Tim
Hanley shot one past goalie Chris
Terreri. UNH took its first lead of
the night when Peter Herms took
the puck the length o f the ice and
beat Terreri to close out the period.
New Hampshire looked like
they were going to put the game
away early when Steve Horner
scored at the two minute mark of
the second period. This, however,
would be the last time they would
beat Terreri. The Friars pulled
within a goal when Whitham
scored a power play goal at 4:87
and evened the score when
freshman Tick Newar beat Rota on
a two on one with John Devoe.
Besides the first two minutes the
period was controlled by the Friars
as their effective forechecking

enabled them to keep the puck in
the New Hampshire zone.
The Wildcats came out fighting
in the third period and tested Ter
reri often . They could not
capitalize on a penalty to PC’s
John Butterworth as the Friars
penalty killers played exceptional
ly. PC got their chance when the
Cats’ Hanley was sent o ff at 9:27
for hooking. They look advantage
of the situation when Tim Sullivan,
assisted by Jimmy Hughes and
Boudreault, scored from around 15
feet out to beat Rota.
UNH would not quit and had
many fine chances to pull even.
They enjoyed a two man advantage
for most of the last fi ve minutes but
could not capitalize. Terreri' s play
was terrific in the five minutes as
he continually turned aside the
Wildcats.

SOMEDVy
TH E O T H E R GUY*
COULD BE TOU
W riters’ Block Cured
Send S2 for catalog o f over 16,000
topics to assist your writing efforts and
help you defeat Writers' Block. For in
fo, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-5745.
(In Illinois, call 312-922-0300.) Authors'
Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, IL 50605.

153-9790

early!

S ta r t thews.

IRKSBARCH P A P E R S
14,278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Viaa/MC or COO

800 351-0222

in Calif (213) 477-8226
Or, ru ih *2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave *206£S. lo t Angate CA 90025
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SPORTS
One More Big East Championship
Men’s Cross Country Squad Rolls to Title
by Paul Weller
The PC Cross Country machine
just keeps on revving!-- with its
five scorers all dipping inside the
top ten positions o f the Big East
Cross Country Championships,
another crushing victory was
achieved. For the record, PC has
now secured this title six times in
the last seven years, and the man
ner o f victory was just as im
pressive as it had been in 1979 when
star athlete Brendan Quinn led the
Friars to first place.
Almost forgotten amongst the
euphoria surrounding the team was
the personal tragedy o f team cap
tain Andy Ronan who pulled a
hamstring whilst contesting for the
lead at the four mile stage. But the
sad sight o f him limping home in
3rd place was the only black cloud
in an otherwise unforgettable day.

Englishman Mike Capper was
the first to show after a hilly first
mile of 4..36. Others in contention
included a very relaxed looking
Ronan, BC's John Clopeck(the
eventual winner) and Villanova's
Gerry O’Reilly, one o f the many
sub four minute milers in the field.
By the half-way stage this group
had pulled well clear of the field,
but teamwise everything had been
sewn up. Eddie Hanratty, Kieron
Tumbleton, and Mark Keller were
all in the chasing group of five with
Keller in particular looking very
dangerous.
With less than two miles to run,
a hard surge from Ronan whittled
the leading group down to three.
Capper was now twenty meters
adrift in fifth place but barring a
total “ blow up" in form he mere
ly had to run round to maintain his
place. With less than a mile to run
Ronan clutched his thigh, writhing

in agony. The stony, uneven sur
face had aggravated an injury he
sustained while training at high
altitude in Colorado during the
summer. Many a lesser runner
would have succumbed to the in
tense pain, but with typical PC
courage, Andy ploughed on home
and his 3rd placing was a vitally im
portant factor in regard to the team
title. Capper finally held his posi
tion to finish 5th while Eddie
Hanratty put his miler’s speed to
good use by firmly outkicking a
Villanova rival for the 6th position.
However, the most impressive per
formance came from Mark Keller
who established himself as the
team’s fourth man in 9th. He fair
ly blasted the last mile in 4.22 in a
manner reminiscent o f the great
Brendan Quinn in his heyday at
PC. Kieron Tumbleton rallied to
finish 10th thus ending yet another
procession for the PC powerhouse.

Friars Battle Tough Terriers
But Come Up Empty, 4-3
by Pal Nero
On Tuesday night the Men’s
hockey team hosted Boston
University for the Friar's home
opener and they were ready to
entertain their guests. The teams
battled through three physical and
exciting periods before the Terriers
pulled out a thrilling 4 '3 victory.
The first period was one in which
both teams had plenty o f oppor
tunities but went scoreless for the
first 19 minutes. The Terriers
however managed to score in the
final minute o f the period when
forwards Eric Labrosse and Brian
Foreman skated down the ice two
on two against the Friar defense.
Foreman fed Labrosse to the right
of Chris Terreri and Labrosse beat
Terreri on a high wrist shot.
The second period saw the Friars
tie it up quickly. Artie Yeomolakis
took a pass from defenseman
Shawn Whitham and blasted a
slapshot through the pads of BU
goalie Terry Tallifer. The goal was
scored a few seconds before a
penalty to Terrier forward John
Cullen ran out. The Friars receiv
ed another power play chance when
Peter Marshell was sent o ff at 8:48
for hooking. The result was a pic

tu re perfect goal by Rene
Boudreault. The Terriers were
about to clear the puck when Perry
Florio knocked it down and kept
it in. He then flipped a pass to Tim
Sullivan who set Boudreault up
with a perfect pass and he just
lucked it under Tallifer.
BU, however, came back with
two quick power play goals o f their
own as the period was winding
down. Clark Donatelli scored the
first on a flip shot through Terreri's
pads.
The goal came on a questionable
call that had sent Friar captain
Steve Bianchi to the penalty box for
crosschecking.
At the 18:33 mark, the Friar’s
Rich Newar was sent off for
slashing and the Terriers capitaliz
ed with a goal by junior Ed Lowney
with 35 seconds remaining in the
second period. The period ended
with BU on top 3'2.
The beginning of the third saw
the Friars come out flying and BU
was forced to play dirty to stay on
top. This however would not pay
o ff as they were given three
penalties in the first eight minutes.
The Friars took advantage o f the
opportunity when Sullivan poked

a rebound o f a Whitham slapshot
into the BU net. The game was now
tied at three and the Friars had the
momentum.
For the next ten minutes PC con
trolled the puck and pressured
Tallifer. They could not score
however and the Terriers waited for
a good opportunity. The Terriers
got their chance with less than three
minutes remaining and Lowney
finished off a three on two and beat
Terreri on a shot from the right
face off circle. The Friars would
not quit and when Terrier Scott
Young was sent off for cross check
ing, the Friars had a power play
and were looking to pull Terreri.
They pulled him with forty seconds
remaining giving them a two man
advantage. They once again
pressured Tallifer but came up
empty.
It was a tough loss for the team
as they had a good chance to pull
off the upset. The season is a young
one and the team has looked much
better than many expected. The
future looks bright and it was nice
to see Schneider Arena come alive
for the first time in a few years,
especially Section S.
The Friars host Lowell on Satur
day and travel to Boston College
Tuesday for two big league games.

Providence Forward Rich Pace struggles for the ball with a Connec
ticut player during the Friar's difficult 2-0 loss last Wednesday.

Lady Friars Are 4th
In Big East Tourney
fourth place as she lost a tough 7-6
and 6-4 decision in the semi-final.
Murphy is a senior and Coach
They came so close.
Shanley said the void created when
The Providence College Ladies
she graduates will be tough to fill.
Tennis Team has now established
Couch Shanley said that number
itself as a true threat to Syracuse
four singles player, B arbara
University and Boston College,
Palumbo, had an outstanding
currently the powers in Big East
season with a final record of 8-1
Tennis Tournament last weekend
and a win in the consolation round
at Villanova finishing behind
o f the Big East.
Syracuse, Boston College and
Gina Vargo, the fifth singles
Georgetown.
players, also won her consolation
However, although the team
Big East match and Pat Kearney,
finished at an impressive 9-3 and a
playing number six singles, finishsolid fourth place in the Big East
ed in third place before losing to a
the team did not attain all o f their
Syracuse player.
goals. As as matter o f fact the Lady
The number two doubles team of
Friars dropped a notch from last
Ann Weber and Colleen Clarke
year’s surprising third place finish.
also made a strong showing in the
Yet their accomplishments remain
tournament. This doubles team
impressive, especially in their
finished an impressive fifth in the
consistency.
Big East.
“ We had an excellent season,
The team represented a picture
one o f the best in the history of the
o f consistency throughout the
school," said
Coach
Phil
season. They won all the matches
Shanley, “ our fourth place finish
they were supposed to and all they
was not really a disappointment
lacked was that little extra push to
because the girls played well and
pull off a big upset.
made Syracuse and Boston College
“ Once this team scores its first
take notice.”
major upset we will be on our way
“ We did what we were expected
to be considered a power," said
to do," added Kris Simpson the
Coach Shanley. " The girls realize
number one singles player. “ We all
they will do it one day and then
played really well because we just
we’ll be off and sailing.”
missed second or third."
As for the markings o f becom
At the Big East Tournament
ing a power the Lady Friars seem
Simpson finished in fourth place
to be on the brink, b oth Simpson
winning her opening round match
and Rhodes have qualified for the
against a Pittsburgh opponent and
International Tennis Coaches
then losing her next match to the
Association to be held at the
eventual champion by the score of
University of Pennsylvania, Nov.
6- 4 and 6-4.
7-11. The top eight in the ITCA
Vellina Rhodes, the number two
will advance to nation competition.
player, finished second losing her
Also PC, Boston College and
final match to a Syracuse opponent
Syracuse are currently in the fight
76 and 6-4. Coach Shanley stated
for a recruit that is a New England
that he thinks it is only a matter of
Ranked player. “ She could con
time and experience before Rhodes
trib u te greatly to any p ro 
becomes a real force in the Big
gram ," said C oach Shanley.
East.
Shanley is also looking to recruit a
Mary.-Beth Murphy, the number
transfer student who is leaving the
three singles player, finisher in
by Kevin Sghia
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